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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to study the effect
varying hull form and weight distribution has on structural
loading with the goal of presenting the results in a form
that would be useful in preliminary design for considering
structural loading when selecting hull form and ship
arrangements. Values of hull form parameters are selected
from Saunders' design lanes for minimum resistance and
weight distribution parameters are derived by averaging
data collected for typical cargo ships; these determine
"standard" ships. Structural loading is estimated by the
vertical longitudinal bending moment in still water plus
that caused by the ship travelling at design speed in an
irregular sea. Each of the hull form and weight distribu-
tion parameters is then systematically varied and the
bending moment for the new ship is compared with the bending
moment for the standard ship.
The wave bending moment is calculated using an equation
that estimates the wave bending moment in an irregular sea;
the moment due to the ship's own wave system and the change
in the mean of the wave bending moment due to the seaway
are included. The significant wave height of the seastate
is selected so that the wave bending moment agrees with a
design value from ABS rules. The still water bending
moment is calculated using an approximate method and a
weight distribution is selected that approximates actual
weight distributions and results in a still water bending
moment that is probably close to the design value that
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would be calculated for the standard ships.
The following parameters are varied: waterplane
coefficient, block coefficient, length, beam, design speed,
machinery location, deadweight location, fraction of the
deadweight aft of amidships, the moment of inertia of the
weight forward of amidships and aft of amidships, and the
speed of the ship in a seaway. The results are presented
in the form of marginal factors (see Table VI) which show
the fractional change in the total hogging bending moment
for a fractional change in one of the hull form or weight
distribution parameters.
Generally, the still water bending moment is 50% of
the total hogging moment. In most cases, the total sagging
moment is only 30% to 40% of the total hogging moment so
the hogging moment is used for analyzing all of the results.
The hull form and weight distribution parameters that should
be of the most concern to the designer interested in reducing
structural loading are: waterplane coefficient, block
coefficient, length, beam, machinery location, and the
location of weights forward of amidships. Since the designer
has the most control over the still water bending moment
and significant reductions in the total moment may be
possible by reducing the still water moment, the still
water bending moment should be given more attention than it
probably now receives in most design work.
It is most important that bending moment predictions
based entirely upon model test results or theoretical
analyses consider the effect of a speed reduction in the
seaway and the effect of the ship's own wave system and the
change in the mean of the wave bending moment due to the
seaway. Although the total hogging moment can be satisfac-
torily estimated without including the effect of the ship's
own wave and the effect of the seaway on the wave bending
moment mean, the sagging bending moment cannot be satisfac-
torily calculated without including these effects.
The entire analysis is done for typical dry cargo ships
that have a hogging still water bending moment of sufficient
magnitude to make the total hogging moment the one of
primary interest to the designer. Although the equations
and the method of analysis would apply to other types of
ships, the results can only be reliably applied to dry
cargo ships with hull forms and weight distributions
similar to those used in the analysis.
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Notes: 1) All centers of gravity are measured from amid-
ships. ( + ) is forward.
2) The expression "y = f(x)" means y is a function
of x.
3) "£n" indicates the natural logorithm.
o
l
- tons/ft. of deadweight in parallel midbody
portion of ship
a^ - SWBM integral factor for the magnitude of the
buoyancy integral
a, - SWBM integral factor for the magnitude of the
hull weight integral
A. - coefficients for wave bending moment (i = to 6)
A. ' - coefficients for shift of the wave bending moment
mean (i = to 3)
b - SWBM integral factor for lever of buoyancy
b. - SWBM integral factor for lever of hull weight
B - beam (ft.
)
BM - vertical longitudinal bending moment at amid-
ships (ft-tons)
—1/3BM - significant value of BM from response spectrum
= average of 1/3 highest expected moments
C, - block coefficient = 35A/LBT
C - midship section area coefficient
in
= midship section area/BT
C - longitudinal prismatic coefficient = C_,/C
p -a xr B m
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C - waterplane area coefficient
= waterplane area/LB
DWT - total deadweight (tons)
DWTA - deadweight aft of amidships (tons)
F - Froude number = v//gL = .298 V//L
2
g - acceleration of gravity = 32.174 ft/sec
H - significant wave height (ft) = average of 1/3
highest expected waves
I - second moment of weight aft of amidships about
an axis through amidships (tons-ft2)
I„ - second moment of weight forward of amidships
about an axis through amidships
I - second moment of total weight of ship about an
an axis through amidships
K - radius of gyration of total ship weight about an
yy axis through LCG (ft)
K ' - radius of gyration of weights forward of amid-
yy ships about an axis through the center of those
forward weights (ft)
L - ship length = length between perpendiculars (ft)
LCB - longitudinal center of buoyancy of entire ship;
expressed as % of L; (+) is forward
LCG - longitudinal center of gravity of entire ship
from amidships; expressed as % of L; (+) is
forward
m - factor for the bending moment due to the ship's
own wave system. Moment = pgL 3 BM
M - center of gravity of propulsion machinery (ft)
from amidships; ( + ) is forward




SWBM - still water vertical longitudinal bending
moment (ft-tons)
T - draft (ft)
T - zero crossing period of bending moment response
in a seaway






v - ship speed (ft/sec); v = 1.6889 V
V - ship speed (knots)
W - weight of ship aft of amidships (tons)
W„ - weight of ship forward of amidships (tons)
r
W, - distributed hull weight (tons)
Wp - propulsion machinery weight (tons)
X - difference between actual LCG and standard LCG
for SWBM integral factors
x D - center of gravity of hull weight measured from
amidships; expressed as % of L; (+) is forward
3 - longitudinal center of gravity of total dead-
weight from amidships (ft)
3, - longitudinal center of gravity of deadweight
aft of amidships measured from amidships (ft)
A - total displacement (tons)
6a - factor for LCB correction for a
o
6b - factor for LCB correction for b
o
y - seakeeping table dimensionless representation of
wave bending moment. Wave moment = 4ypgL lt x 10~7
y - Murdey * s dimensionless representation of wave
s bending moment. Wave moment = y (H /L) pgL B
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y - factor for shift of wave bending moment mean due
to speed in a seaway,
shift of mean = u pgL 3 B(H /L)
3
p - density of seawater = 1.9905 slugs/ft
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I. MOTIVE FOR THE ANALYSIS
Some of the most important tools available to a ship
designer are the relations between the gross geometry of
the ship and other important characteristics of the ship,
such as hull and machinery weights, resistance, stability,
cargo volume, etc. Relations between hull form and
resistance (Taylor's series, Series 60, etc.) that are
based on physical principles and model test results have
been a basic design tool for many years. Relations for
stability, weights, and cargo volume that are based on
trends observed in ships that have actually been built
have also been used in design for many years. Using these
tools, the most common design procedure used today starts
with a given payload, or a required cargo capacity, and a
speed and range requirement.
Using payload/displacement fractions for the type of
ship being designed, the designer would get a first estimate
of displacement and a rough length range would be evident
based on past ships of this type and size. With the first
estimates of displacement and length in mind, the designer
would next select B, T, C , C , etc. to optimize the hull
p m ^
form in the following manner. Several different lengths
within some reasonable range might be investigated. Each
length would determine a speed length ratio and a displace-
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ment length ratio; using these ratios, L/B, B/T, C , etc.
ir
would be selected from "design lanes" that give a hull
with minimum resistance and adequate stability. Any
remaining coefficients of form would be selected as
functions of the coefficients selected in the optimization
process; e.g. C = f (C ).
w p
The foregoing design procedure is based on the
philosophy that the "best" ship is the one with minimum
resistance at the design speeds. Of course, there may be
some constraints in internal volume, deck area, etc. or
complications due to more than one "design speed" as in
naval ships, but the basic process and philosophy stay the
same.
Once the gross dimensions and underwater hull form are
selected by the above process and space arrangements are
completed, the results are given to the structural designer
to determine the loads on the hull and the structure
required to carry those loads. Except for some length/depth
restrictions to limit hull flexure, hull bending moment is
not considered when selecting hull gross dimensions and
underwater hull form.
In recent years considerable progress has been made
in predicting the wave bending moment from hydrodynamic
principles and applying these predictions to the design
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process. Relations, varying from simple gross estimates to
more complicated equations suitable for hand calculations
to sophisticated and expensive computer programs, are given
in the literature to predict vertical bending moment due
to waves for a given hull form and weight distribution.
It was decided to search the literature for a method of
predicting bending moment that was detailed and accurate
enough to show the effects of varying hull form and weight
distribution yet simple enough to allow calculating the
bending moment for many hull forms at a reasonable cost.
The method would then be used to calculate the bending
moment for a series of systematically varied hull forms
and the results analyzed and presented in a form that would
be useful in preliminary design for determining the effects
of hull form variations on structural loading.
These results, the effect of hull form and weight
distribution on structural loading, would be the first step
in developing a tool that would allow the consideration of
structural loading in the selection of hull form. Mean-
ingful trade-off decisions between structural load and
resistance (or cargo volume or some other ship character-
istic) would be based on structural weight, not just on
structural loading; e.g. the designer could not trade off
50,000 ft. tons of bending moment for a 550 SHP increase or
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a .5 knot speed reduction; such a trade-off must consider
the structural weight saved. This thesis does not consider
relations between structural weight and hull form or
structural weight and structural load; it does develop and
present relations that would be useful in preliminary
design for analyzing the effect of hull form and weight
distribution on structural loading.
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II. HISTORY AND PRESENT TRENDS
A. Predicting Structural Loads
The most familiar method, and until very recently the
most commonly used method, of calculating bending moment
is to poise the ship on a troichoidal wave and do a static
calculation; the result is a design value of the vertical
bending moment. The wave length is equal to the ship length
and the wave height is a function of the ship length as is
the allowable stress in the midship section. There has
been a considerable amount of work in determining the
required wave height and the allowable stress (references
1, 2, and 3). Some work was done to show that the maximum
stresses actually experienced by a ship at sea and
experienced in model tests were the same as those predicted
by the static calculation (references 1, 4, and 5).
The more recent approach to predicting structural
loads is reflected in the ABS and Lloyd's 1976 shipbuilding
rules, in which the total bending moment is divided into a
still water bending moment and a wave bending moment. The
still water bending moment is found by a straightforward
static calculation with the ship in calm water. The wave
bending moment is then added to or subtracted from the
SWBM to get the total moment. For example, if the SWBM is
hogging, then the wave bending moment amplitude ( or 1/2

FIGURE I
















1) Still water bending moment is hogging.
2) m, the time invariant moment caused by the ship's
own wave system, is sagging.
3) y , the time invariant shift of the wave BM mean,
is sagging.
4) The wave BM varies with time about its mean.
The total hogging or sagging moment is what is approximated by the
static balancing of the ship on an L/20 or l.l/L~ high wave.
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the wave BM height) is added to the SWBM to get the total
hogging moment and the wave BM amplitude is subtracted
from the SWBM to get the total sagging moment.
It is important to distinguish the difference between
the wave BM found by the more recent methods and the
bending moment found by poising the ship on a troichoidal
wave. Poising the ship on a wave gives the total (still
water plus wave) bending moment and is essentially a
static approximation of a dynamic process. The wave BM
calculated by more recent methods is the dynamic variation
of the bending moment from its mean. Figure I illustrates
this difference.
The older, empirical, static calculation has the
advantage that it is consistent and can be relied upon for
comparing hulls that have performed satisfactorily with
those that have not, so long as the hulls are of similar
type in similar service. Unfortunately, the empirical
approach is of questionable validity when applied to
unusual ship types or weight distributions or when applied
to ships with new materials (since the allowable stress for
mild steel is a variable when using this approach) , and the
static calculation does not lend much insight into the
physical processes that cause the bending moment. The
drawbacks of the static calculation and the development of
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the application of hydrodynamic theory to the point where
reliable predictions can be made are leading to the
acceptance of the newer method in calculating a design
bending moment. However, the newer method has its dis-
advantages, the chief one being that a deterministic
solution is not obtainable so one must work with probability
and statistics to obtain design loadings; this requires one
to make the unpleasant selection of an acceptable proba-
bility of failure. In addition, the designer is forced to
admit that he cannot say exactly what the loading on the
structure will be.
Considering the above factors, it was decided to base
the analysis for the effect of hull form on bending moment
on the more recent methods rather than predict the bending
moment by poising the ship on a static wave. The major
advantage of using the newer approach is the separation of
the still water and wave bending moments so that one can
analyze the effect of form and weight parameters on each.
B. Structural Loading and Hull Form Selection
Although several references were found that discuss
structural design philosophy, very few even suggest that
structural loading considerations might influence hull
form selection or ship arrangements. Reference 1 and the
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1976 International Ship Structures Congress, Reference 6,
consider the hull form and ship arrangement a given factor
in their discussions on design philosophy and are concerned
primarily with reliable, complete predictions of loadings
on the structure, with accurate calculation of stresses
resulting from those loadings, and with how to obtain the
least weight structure.
Reference 7, which is concerned only with the effect
of the local form of the bow on slamming, is the only
reference found that suggests hull form might be influenced
by structural loads in cargo ships. In References 4 and 8,
Murray discusses some of the effects of hull gross dimen-
sions and tank arrangement on bending moment in tankers
and suggests that it would be good design practice to try
to minimize the still water bending stresses in a ship.
Many of the references mention the qualitative trend of an
increasing wave bending moment and a decreasing hogging
still water bending moment as the block coefficient is
increased; none of the references provide any quantitative
information regarding this trend.
Other than those sources mentioned above, the
literature search revealed no references that suggested
structural loading be considered during the selection of
hull form and arrangement of the ship. Even though a
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considerable amount of work has been done on predicting
structural loads for a given hull form, no one has taken
the step of suggesting how the hull form should be modified
and the ship arranged so that the structural loading might
be minimized or at least reduced.
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III. ESTIMATING STRUCTURAL LOADING
A. Factors That Contribute to Structural Loading
For design purposes the stresses on a ship's structure
are usually divided into three categories: primary,
secondary, and tertiary. Primary stresses are developed
by the entire ship acting as a beam with the buoyancy
supporting the beam and the ship's weight loading the beam.
Secondary stresses are developed in a panel supported by
transverse bulkheads or web frames and loaded by pressure
forces or cargo loads. Tertiary stresses are developed in
a particular member by local loads. When actually design-
ing structural members, it is necessary to include all
three categories of stresses. However, when comparing the
loading on different hulls and for initial sizing of the
ship's structure during preliminary design, it is necessary
to include only the primary stresses.
Primary stresses can be caused by longitudinal bending
in the vertical and horizontal planes, by transverse
bending, and by torsion along a longitudinal axis. For
normally shaped cargo ships of average size only the
longitudinal bending develops stresses that need be
considered in preliminary design. Torsion is usually
significant in ships with large hatches, such as container
ships. Transverse bending and torsion may be important in
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a ship such as a catamaran. In detail design of any ship
all three should be considered. However, only longitudinal
bending need be considered in this analysis.
Because horizontal bending and vertical bending are
out of phase, it is common practice in preliminary design
to consider only vertical longitudinal bending (references
1 and 10) . Considering only vertical bending is certainly
valid for comparing different ships and for initial sizing
of the ship's structure. So, to consider the effects of
hull form and weight distribution on structural loading,
it is necessary to consider only the factors that contri-
bute to the vertical longitudinal bending moment.
B. Factors That Contribute to the Total Bending Moment
References 10 and 11 give a good summary of the loads
and the relative importance of the loads that cause
vertical bending stresses: residual stresses from
construction, thermal strains due to temperature differ-
ences over the hull, dynamic stresses due to propeller and
machinery induced vibrations, weight and still water
buoyancy distribution differences (SWBM) , and wave loads
subdivided as follows:
(1) The ship riding on its own wave system
when running in calm water.
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(2) Direct sea loads acting on the ship as
a rigid body:
(a) Change in the mean value of
the wave BM.
(b) Variation of the wave BM about
the mean.
(3) Indirect sea loads developed by the
vibratory response of the flexible ship
to the direct sea loads:
(a) Springing, a two node, low
frequency mode of response to
continuing wave loads; the flex-
ing of the hull is assumed to
have no effect on the magnitude
of the direct wave loads.
(b) Whipping, a high frequency
response to slamming and other
wave induced transient loads.
Even though residual stresses may be an important
factor in brittle fracture, they are usually neglected in
preliminary design and are not measured in either full
scale or model tests of the ship. Thermal strains are not
related to any of the other loads and are usually not
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considered during preliminary design and are rarely
measured in full scale or model tests. Propeller and
machinery induced vibrations usually are not considered in
preliminary design and cannot be measured in model tests
due to scaling problems. Because they are usually neg-
lected, difficult or impossible to calculate, and contribute
only a small amount to the total load on the structure,
the residual, thermal, and dynamic vibratory stresses will
not be considered further.
The still water bending moment will be included in the
analysis. This is a major portion of the total load in
many ships, yet it is not measured in either model or full
scale tests; measurements are usually made with the zero
value being the ship at rest in still water. The calcula-
tion of the still water bending moment is theoretically
straightforward and the buoyancy distribution is usually
well defined. However, in most cases the weight distribu-
tion can only be approximated; therefore, the value of the
still water bending moment is only as precise as the
estimate of weight distribution.
The load due to the ship's own wave system and the
change in the BM mean due to the seaway are components of
the wave loads that do not change with time. These are
measured in model tests and probably could be, but are not,
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measured in full scale tests. These can be added to or
subtracted from the SWBM to get the time invariant portion
of the bending moment or the mean of the bending moment.
Most references agree that it is valid to assume the SWBM
is the mean and neglect the moment due to the ship's own
wave and the time invariant portion of the seaway moment.
Nevertheless, these two factors will be included in the
analysis. See Figure I for an illustration of these
factors.
The variation of the wave BM about the mean, usually
called the "wave bending moment", is the second major
factor (SWBM being the first) in the total moment. The
wave BM is what is commonly measured in full scale and
model tests and predicting this value from basic theory has
received considerable attention. Of course, the wave BM
will be included in the analysis.
Springing and whipping may make a contribution to the
total moment that is worth considering and they are
certainly affected by hull form and weight distribution
(see references 7 and 12) . Unfortunately, the prediction
of these loads has not yet developed to the point where
they are commonly included in a design analysis and there
is not enough information available to include them in this
analysis. It should be valid to assume that springing and
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whipping do not have enough of an effect on the total
bending moment to influence the results of the analysis.
In summary, the following factors will be included in
the analysis: still water bending moment, wave bending
moment, and the change in the bending moment mean due to
the ship's own wave system and the seaway. These factors
are certainly sufficient for comparing the structural
loading on different hulls and would be sufficient for
preliminary sizing of the ship's structure for normally
shaped ships.
C. Methods for Predicting the Wave Bending Moment
Methods for predicting the wave bending moment can be
divided into two categories : methods based on a combination
of empirical and theoretical analysis that are used to get
a design value for the wave BM, and methods based on
hydrodynamic theory and/or model test results to get the
wave BM in a given seastate. Empirical methods that
produce a design value for BM were not used in the analysis
because they do not explicitly consider each major hull
form and weight distribution parameter; these methods give
a BM value to be used in design that is based on the
assumption that once the gross hull geometry (L, B, C, ) is
defined, the other parameters will be close to those of
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past ships. Some of these empirical methods are presented
in the Results for comparison purposes.
Methods derived strictly from theory produce a
significant wave BM value in a specific sea state. It is
necessary to use extreme value statistics to get a design
value (Reference 16) . A considerable amount of work has
been done in developing these methods and validating their
results (see References 5, 11, 13, 14, and 15). Several
problems arise in validating predictions; as presented in
the previous section, several factors contribute to the
total vertical bending moment and only some of these can
be measured in model tests, while others are measured in
full scale tests. Unfortunately, it is not always clear
whether the test results are for only the wave bending
moment, which is what is predicted, or whether other BM
factors are erroneously included. In full scale tests
there is the additional complication that it is practically
impossible to accurately measure the seastate while
measuring the ship's response to that seastate; because of
this and the frequency of instrument errors, the references
generally agree that one should not have much faith in
full scale test results. Despite these problems, the more
recently developed theoretical methods produce results that
agree quite well with model tests and reliable full scale
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tests and most references agree that these theoretical
methods produce results upon which the designer can rely.
Two methods were investigated for use in predicting wave
BM for the analysis: Loukakis' and Chryssostomidis
'
seakeeping tables in Reference 14, and Murdey's bending
moment equations in Reference 15.
Loukakis and Chryssostomidis analyzed many hulls with
an extended series 60 hull form using a computer program
based on strip theory. Bending moment is calculated
considering hydrodynamic loads and ship mass inertia
forces due to ship motions. Hydrodynamic loads are
calculated with the strip theory and hydrodynamic coeffi-
cients for idealized sections in regular waves. Inertia
forces are calculated using the moments of inertia of the
mass of the forward and aft halves of the ship and the
motions computed from the rest of the program. The results
for regular waves are then integrated to get a response
amplitude operator curve which is applied to a Pierson-
Moskowitz sea spectrum for fully developed seas using
linear superposition.
The following parameters must be defined to use the
seakeeping tables: Froude number, significant wave
height/L, L/B, B/T, and C,. The tables give the dimension-
less response for a wide range of these values and one can
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interpolate for the response of a ship with different
input parameters. There is little doubt that the seakeep-
ing tables will produce a reliable prediction of bending
moment; however, there are a few characteristics of the
tables that make them the less desirable of the two
alternatives for predicting wave BM.
First, the seakeeping tables give only the root mean
square of the BM height due to direct sea loads with an
assumed zero mean. The only way to get a total hogging or
sagging BM is to add or subtract 1/2 the wave BM from the
SWBM. This makes it impossible to analyze the effects of
the change in the BM mean due to the ship's own wave
system and due to the seaway.
Second, some important hull form and weight distribution
parameters were made a function of block coefficient so that
it is impossible to use the tables for analyzing the effect
of independent variations of these parameters. Details
are in Appendix I.
Because Murdey's equations explicitly included each
important hull form and weight distribution parameter as an
independent variable, it was decided to use them for the
analysis. Murdey used the results of model tests in
regular waves to develop a response amplitude operator
curve for each model which was applied to the sea spectrums
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recoramended by the 1969 International Towing Tank Confer-
ence. A regression analysis was done with the final
results to get equations of bending moment as a function of
hull form coefficients/ weight distribution, Froude number,
and sea state. The final equations were checked with 4 3
model tests done by Murdey and with all model test data
available at the time that had the ship and results
described in enough detail to give the required input to
the equations; agreement between the equations and the model
tests is quite good.
Murdey 's equations, from Reference 15, are:
m = factor for shift of BM mean due to the
ship's own wave in calm water,
y = factor for shift of BM mean due to
irregular sea,
y = factor for significant height of wave
bending moment response (average of the
1/3 highest wave bending moments
experienced in the sea state)
,
H = signficant wave height of the sea state,
T = average zero crossing period of the wave
BM response
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is no sagging moment.
The coefficients (A's) are a function of T and are
z
listed in the beginning of Appendix VIII. If an actual
sea spectrum is known, one can use the average zero
crossing period for that spectrum. The analysis was done
for the approximate zero crossing period suggested by
Murdey for use when a particular sea spectrum is not
known:
T = 3.23 3 /H~ T = T /g/L
z s z z ^
To check the validity of Murdey' s equations, the wave
bending moment was calculated for several ships and several
parameter variations using Murdey *s equation, the seakeep-
ing tables, and Murray's formula for an approximate design
wave BM from Reference 1. The details of the calculations
are in Appendix I and the results are shown in Figure II.
The calculations were done for a constant ship length of
600 ft. and a significant wave height of 45 ft. The
following parameters were varied: L/B, B/T, F , C, , and C .
These calculations were not done to see the effect of
parameter variations but to compare the results of
different methods of calculating the wave BM and the
parameters were not varied in the same manner or with the
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same constraints that were used for the final analysis.
As expected, the design values of bending moment are
consistently higher than the values of bending moment in
the 4 5 ft. sea. Generally, Murdey's wave BM values are
within -5% to +7% of the values from the seakeeping tables.
Murdey's equation and the seakeeping tables give the same
trends as the parameters are varied and, with the exception
of Froude number which is not included in Murray's design
equation, the trends as the parameters are varied are the
same with Murray's design equation. Based on these
results, Murdey's equation was used with a high degree of
confidence in its prediction of the wave BM in a particular
seastate.
D. Methods for Predicting the Still Water Bending Moment
There is a distinct dearth of information concerning
the still water bending moment in the literature. Reference
17 from the 1964 International Ship Structures Congress
Proceedings suggests the possible importance of the SWBM,
mentions the fact that some classification rules put limits
on the SWBM stress, and describes the lack of good methods
for quickly estimating the SWBM. With the exception of
Faresi's paper (Reference 18), little has been done to shed
more light on this subject in the last thirteen years.
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Although the calculation of the SWBM is theoretically
simple, the straightforward numerical integration of
weights and buoyancy is quite laborious. Because of the
time and/or the expense for computer time involved, and
the requirement for developing a weight and buoyancy
distribution for each ship in the analysis, it was decided
to look for an easier method of calculating the SWBM.
Two methods for approximating the SWBM were found:
Murray's method in Reference 1 and Faresi's method in
Reference 18. The approach taken in each of these is the
same. The SWBM at amidships is essentially the difference
between the second integral of the weights and the second
integral of the buoyancy over either the forward or aft
half of the ship. Murray gives a short table of factors
for a range of block coefficients that can be used to
estimate the results of the buoyancy integration. Faresi
gives plots of factors as a function of block coefficient
that can be used to estimate the results of the buoyancy
integration. In addition, Faresi gives plots of factors to
make corrections for the position of the center of buoyancy
and for trim.
Murray's method requires the user to know the weight
distribution so the user can calculate the weight integra-
tion. Faresi analyzed the hull weights of many ships and
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developed plots of factors as a function of block coeffi-
cient that can be used to easily calculate the results of
the hull weight integration; there is a set of plots for
tankers and bulk carriers and a set of plots for cargo
ships. It is necessary for the user to calculate the
moment of "concentrated" weights such as machinery, dead-
weight, rudders, propellers, etc.
It was decided to use Faresi's method because it does
not require knowing the hull weight distribution and because
it probably gives more accurate results. Although only the
SWBM at amidships is needed for this thesis, it is worth
noting that an additional advantage of Faresi's method is
that it can give the SWBM at any point along the length of
the ship. Faresi's "integral factors" are defined as
follows:
a = factor for the magnitude of buoyancy,
b = factor for the lever of buoyancy,
a, = factor for the magnitude of hull weight,
b, = factor for the lever of hull weight.
6a and 6b are applied to a and b respectively when
the actual LCB is different from the standard LCB used by
Faresi. Each factor is given in a set of curves that have
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the form shown in Figure III below; only the value at






The factors for each value of C, are listed at the begin-
ning of Appendix VIII. The factors are used to estimate
the results of the following integrations:
Buoyancy (b + X 6b)L(a + X 6a)
A





Hull weight = (fc^L) (a^,)
LCB ., = 20 C. - 13.5
std b
X = LCB . , - LCB . ,
o std actual
W, = total hull weight
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Note that these factors give the moment about amidships of
the buoyancy and hull weight from the after perpendicular
to amidships.
Faresi also uses a trim correction similar to the
LCB corrections shown above. It was assumed that for the
ships to be used in this analysis, the LCG would be close
enough to the standard LCB that the hull lines could be
adjusted so the ship would ride on an even keel. Since
all of the calculated LCG's were well within the design
lane limits for LCB, this assumption should be valid and
only the LCB correction need be used.
Finally, the moment due to "concentrated" weights
must be calculated. This is the moment about amidships of
all weights aft of amidships but the distributed hull
weight. To simplify the analysis only the propulsion
machinery and deadweight (cargo, stores, fuel, etc.) were
included. Moments due to omitted items such as the rudder,
shafting, and propeller should have a negligible effect on
the total; especially when comparing the differences
between two hulls.
Therefore, using the approximation that displacement
= deadweight + machinery weight + hull weight, the still
water bending moment is estimated by the relation:
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E. Summary of Information Required to Calculate
Total Bending Moment
A glance at the equations for predicting bending
moment shows that the following parameters that describe
the ship are needed to calculate bending moment factors:
Hull form: C. , C , L/T, L/B, LCB, and Fb w n






In addition, the significant height of the seastate and the
ship length are needed to define the wave bending moment
coefficients and the ship length and displacement are
needed to calculate an actual bending moment value.
Therefore, the following are also needed: H , L, and A.
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Before bending moment values can be calculated, it
remains to determine values for the above parameters that
will represent reasonable hull forms and weight distribu-
tions. To determine the hull form parameters, the only
investigation required is to select the most suitable of
the many published relations for selecting hull form; these
are usually in the form of design lanes or empirical
equations that define design lanes. The hull form para-
meters for any particular ship would be required to satisfy
the definition of the block coefficient.
Determining the weight distribution parameters is
more difficult. There are no relations for most of the
weight distribution parameters and many of the parameters
are not mentioned in summaries of ship characteristics.
Therefore, it was necessary to search for information to
determine reasonable values of the weight distribution
parameters.
It was assumed that the ship would ride on an even
keel and that the LCG would equal the LCB so that in the
analysis it was necessary to calculate only the LCG from
the weight information.
The significant wave height of the seaway was selected
so that the wave bending moment values that resulted from
Murdey's equations would be close to those that would be
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used for design values.
Length and displacement would be varied to cover the
range that would produce reasonably shaped and sized hulls
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IV. DETERMINING PARAMETERS REQUIRED
TO DESCRIBE THE SHIP
A. Weight Distribution Relations
Since no published relations for determining values of
the weight distribution parameters were found, it was
necessary to analyze the characteristics of existing ships.
References 19 and 20 presented summaries of the more
commonly used ship characteristics for several ships; data
was obtained from these concerning the location of the total
deadweight, and the machinery weight and location, and is
summarized in Table I. Plots were made of total deadweight
location as a function of deadweight/displacement, as a
function of length, and as a function of Cj-,; the resulting
scattered points indicated the lack of any relation; a
regression analysis similar to that described below for the
moments of inertia was done and yielded no usable relation
for deadweight location. Plots and a regression analysis
showed no relation between machinery location and length
or C^. Therefore, it was decided to use the average of the
actual ship values collected for M/L as a standard and
investigate the variation of M/L within the limits of the
data collected. For a standard, M/L =-.137 was used. The
effects of varying M/L from -0.44 to -.232 was analyzed. A
standard for $/L of .0139 was selected from the approximate
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weight distribution in Figure IV. 3/L was varied from 0.0
to 0.271.
A useful relation was found for the machinery weight,
W2, as a function of displacement and design speed. On
page 9 of reference 20, D'Arcangelo gives a plot of shaft
horsepower versus displacement for a wide range of speeds
and ship sizes. On page 22 he gives a plot of machinery
weight versus shaft horsepower for steam plants. Together
these plots give a value of machinery weight for each speed
and each displacement; the actual values are listed in
Appendix II. A least squares fit regression analysis shows
that the following function and parameters are in excellent
agreement with the data:










The coefficients of determination for the regression analysis
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are shown in Appendix II. The above relation was used to
determine the machinery weight for each ship.
Data on the moments of inertia of the weights was
obtained from M.I.T. Ocean Engineering files and from
Murdey's paper, Reference 15, for actual ships and is listed
in Table I. Several references give moments of inertia for
models; since there was no evidence that the model weight
distribution reflected actual ships, model data was not in-
cluded. A least squares fit regression analysis was done
to determine if there might be some relation between hull
form and weight moment of inertia. The following functions
were tested:
Linear: y = m^x + m
Exponential: y = m^emX
Log: y = m^ + m(ln x)
Power: y = m^xm
Each of these functions were tested for possible relations
between the following parameters:
I. ./L 2 A, I /L 2 A, and I f/L
2 A as a function of either
Cb or L/B,
I . . , I , and I, as a function of L.tot a f
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All variations of possible functions and parameter combina-
tions resulted in a poor fit except for the actual moments
of inertia being a linear function of length. The results
are:




= (1.2156L - 478.98) x 10 6 ft -tons r 2= .98
2A value of the coefficient of determination, r , equal to
one indicates a perfect fit. Details are Appendix II.
Even though the results of the regression analysis
indicate that the moment of inertia may be a function of
length, it was decided that to make it a function of length
would confuse the effect of a length variation with the
effect of a weight distribution variation. So, the analysis
was done with the average of the data collected used as a
standard and the variation of the moments of inertia over
the range of the data collected was analyzed separately.
References 21 and 22 gave long established relations
that are in close agreement for the deadweight/displacement
as a function of the speed length ratio. An average line
through the design lane from Reference 22 results in the
following equation which was used in the analysis:
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DWT/A = -.677//L + 1.211
The design lane shows that DWT/A may vary as much as +.035
from the average line.
The information obtained to date is sufficient to
calculate the LCG of the ship. The three weight components
involved are the deadweight, machinery weight, and hull
weight. Everything required is known except the center of
the hull weight which can be found from Faresi's curves for
a,, the integral factor for the magnitude of the hull
weight. Reading the curves where a, = .5 gives the position
of the center of the hull weight for each value of C, . X,,
the center gravity of the hull weight measured from amidships
expressed as a percentage of ship length, is listed at the
beginning of Appendix VIII for each block coefficient.
Using all the above information, the LCG is:











where LCG is the center of gravity of the total ship as a
percentage of ship length from amidships, (+) is forward.
The fraction of deadweight aft of amidships and the
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weight distribution parameters that have not yet been
determined. Because there was no information in the litera-
ture concerning these parameters, several weight distribu-
tions were reviewed and a standard was adopted for the
analysis. This standard weight distribution relates the
machinery location, the total deadweight/displacement, the
fraction of deadweight aft, and the centers of the total
deadweight and the deadweight aft of the amidships. Several
unsuccessful attempts at developing a standard weight dis-
tribution resulted in either still water bending moments
that were unreasonably high or in values of parameters that
did not agree with published data. The weight distribution
in Figure IV, which was used in the analysis, gives reasonable
still water bending moments and gives values of the weight
parameters that agree well with published data. Reviewing
the ship arrangements in References 19 and 20, it was con-
cluded that machinery length remained fairly constant
regardless of machinery location. It was also concluded
that for average sized cargo ships a value of machinery
box length/ship length of 0.125 would be valid.
Reviewing typical weight distributions showed that
Figure IV would be a good straight line approximation of
the weight per foot of length (excluding hull weight)
;




SIGNIFICANT VALUES FROM SAUNDERS' DESIGN LANES



































































































For L/B: L/B = -3.24 + 1.684 £n(L)
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Figure shows approximate design lane; see Table III for precise values.
FIGURE V.A
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Saunders 1 Design Lane for C
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FIGURE V.E
Saunders' Design Lane for LCB
Notes : 1) Figures show approximate design lanes; see Table III
for precise values.
2) Points are actual ship data for C vs. C .
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: = .837C + .195
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or deadweight. The machinery box was kept a constant
fraction of the ship length and moved so that the machinery
center of gravity covered the range of typical ships. For
each machinery location the resulting values of deadweight/
displacement, fraction of deadweight aft, and the centers
of the total deadweight and the aft deadweight were calculated
using simple geometry relations. Figure IV illustrates the
geometry and Table II summarizes the results of the machinery
move on each of the affected parameters.
B. Hull Form Relations
Relations for determining hull form parameters have
been standard tools of the naval architect for years and
are available in many references. References 22 , 23, and 24
each have information on all of the major parameters.
Saunders, Reference 23, was used for this analysis because
his information is probably the most complete and his design
lanes were definitely developed to produce a ship with min-
imum resistance. Figure V illustrates the form of Saunders 1
design lanes and Table III lists the values of the parameters
from the design lanes that are of interest in this analysis.
The procedure for selecting a hull form is as follows:
1. Start with a particular speed length ratio and
3
select an optimum value of C and A/(L/100) from
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Figure V-A and an optimum value of Cm from Figure
V-B.
2. Use the value of C to enter Figure V-D and obtain
P
Cw or use Cw = . 837Cp + .195. And use the value of
Cp to obtain LCB limits from Figure V-E,- the LCG
limits were used only as a check to see that the
calculated LCB was within the limits for a reasonable
hull form without trim.
3. Calculate C^ using CjD = CpCm .
The steps up to this point determine the dimensionless
coefficients that would be used to define a ship of any
size with the design speed length ratio used in Step 1.
To proceed further it is necessary to use a particular size
(either length or displacement) of ship. Since ships are
typically sized by their displacement, it was decided to
start with a particular displacement. Therefore, the
remaining steps are:
3
4. Given a particular displacement, use the A/(L/100)
from Step 1 to calculate an optimum length.
5. Use the optimum length from Step 4 to enter Figure
V-C and obtain L/B.
6. The block coefficient can be defined using
r 35AUB LBT '
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which is used to determine L/T using the parameters
from the above steps.
With the relations presented in this and the previous
sections, a hull form and weight distribution can be
selected to define a particular ship given the speed length
ratio and displacement of the ship. The hull form will be
designed for minimum resistance and adequate transverse
stability. The weight distribution will be an average of
typical cargo ships that were analyzed.
For consistency of the standard ships the same average
value of L/B was used for all of the standard ships. This





A. Dimensionless versus Absolute Value for Bending
Moment
It is common practice in the literature, especially
when reporting research results, to present values in
dimensionless form; this has the advantage of allowing a
wide range of ship characteristics to be covered in a
fairly small amount of space. It is also common practice
to discuss the effects of varying certain dimensionless
parameters on the dimensionless representation of bending
moment, or some other ship characteristic; when concerned
with designing a particular ship this latter practice can
be quite misleading.
For example, Murdey (Reference 15) uses the dimension-
less coefficient y to represent bending moment, where:
—1/3
BM
S (£s) pgL 3B






Figure VI shows the values of these dimensionless





a 45 ft. seaway. There were no constraints on displacement
and all other parameters in the bending moment relations
were held constant; details of the calculations are in
Appendix I. As seen in Figure VI, one might draw consid-
erably different conclusions regarding the effect of
varying L/B or C, on bending moment, depending on whether
y or y was used for the analysis. This difference exists
s
even though, for a particular ship, the two references
will predict the same value for bending moment. The
reason for the difference is that the dimensionless
coefficients for bending moment contain different parameters
and these parameters vary as well as the value of the
bending moment.
Trends from dimensionless parameters can be even more
misleading when one is concerned with working with a
constant displacement and the constraint of satisfying the
definition of C,, as would be the case in an actual design
situation. Because it is desired to produce results that
are of direct use in preliminary design, it was decided
to present results as the absolute value of bending moment
rather than represent the bending moment in dimensionless
form.
Furthermore, the method for deriving the hull form and
weight distribution parameters requires that a particular
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size ship be known to get values for W./A. So, the
calculation method requires that actual ships be derived
rather than using the dimensionless description of the
hull form.
B. Basic Approach to Calculations
Considering the factors in the previous section, it
was decided that the analysis would be done as a series of
"experiments". First, a standard hull form, typical of
today's cargo ships, would be selected. This hull form
would be used to define several ships that would cover a
practical range of displacements and the bending moment
would be calculated for each of the ships. Next, each of
the major parameters that affect bending moment would be
systematically varied and a new ship would be defined for
each variation; each of the new ships would have a
displacement equal to that of the standard ships. Last,
the bending moment for each of the variations would be
compared with the bending moment for each standard to see
what effect the variation had on the moment. A few
general comments are in order.
A range of displacements was covered because it was
felt that the effect of a parameter variation might be
different at different displacements. The range was
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limited by the input data available for calculating
machinery weight from 10,000 tons to 26,000 tons.
In preliminary design, it is customary to be concerned
with a ship of a particular size or displacement. In doing
the calculations, it would have been convenient to let the
displacement vary as the hull form parameters were varied;
however, it was felt that this would not reliably predict
the effect of varying a hull form parameter on a ship of
a certain size. Therefore, to keep the results in a form
useful for design purposes, displacement was held constant
at the values chosen for the "standard" ships.
To keep the hull forms and weight distributions
within reasonable limits, the hull form parameters were
not varied much beyond Saunders 1 design lanes and the weight
distribution parameters were kept within the limits of the
data collected on actual ships. Going beyond the design
lanes would only result in ships that have inadequate
stability or have such high resistance that they would not
be practical.
C. Deriving the Standard Ships
Four "standard" ships were derived using the weight
distribution and hull form relations presented in sections
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20/000 tons, and 26,000 tons were selected to cover the
range of input data available to determine machinery
weight. A speed length ratio (knots/Zfeet) of 0.90 was
selected as typical of today's dry cargo ships. Using
Saunders' design lanes for V/L = 0.90 and the definition of
C,,, the following parameters were selected as the optimum
o
from a resistance standpoint for all of the hulls (see
section IV. B, Figure V, and Table III)
:
C = 0.620 C = 0.968
p m
C = 0.714 A/(L/100) 3 = 128.0
L/B = 7.25 L/T = 18.47
C, = 0.60b
The above parameters determine the hull form of each of the
standard ships, which is shown in Table IV. If Saunders'
design procedure were strictly followed, each of the
standard ships would have a different L/B, because L/B is
a function of length. However, the L/B design lane is wide
enough so that the average L/B of 7.25 stays within the
design lane for all of the standard ships. Since L/B is
one of the parameters in the bending moment equations, it
was felt that using the same value for all of the standard
ships would make the results more consistent.
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The standard weight distribution parameters were
obtained as described in section IV. A. DWT/A was obtained
from the equation for the design lane average for
V//L = 0.90. M/L, I /L2 A, and I^/L A were obtained from
a t.
the average of the data collected for typical cargo ships.
$/L, 3A/L, and DWTA/DWT were obtained from the standard
weight distribution shown in Figure IV. The resulting
standard values are given in Table IV. The value of B/L
obtained from the approximate distribution used in Figure
IV is very close to the value of .0184 obtained from the
average of the data collected on actual ships.
Table IV also gives the resulting bending moments for
the standard ships. The method of calculating these will
be presented later in the paper.
D. Variation of Hull Form and Weight Distribution
Parameters
Each of the parameters in the still water and wave
bending moment equations was systematically varied over a
range that would result in reasonable hull forms.
Naturally, it is desirable to vary only one parameter at a
time so that its effect can be analyzed independently of
all other parameters. Unfortunately, in order to satisfy
the definition of C, and to keep displacement constant, it
was necessary to vary two parameters at once in many cases.

TABLE V

























Varies + 15 ft.
N/A
+ .7% to - 1.3%
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Only to Check LCG
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NOTES: (1) Hull form parameter limits from Saunder's design lanes.
Weight distribution parameter limits from actual ship data.
(2) Cw is closely related to C .
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The ranges over which the parameters were varied is
summarized in Table V. The parameters were varied as
follows
:
Waterplane coefficient was varied independently of all
other parameters. All of the references concerned with
hull form agree that C is closely related to C (see^ w J p
Figure V) ; therefore, only a small variation of C from
the standard was considered practical without varying
other parameters. Figure V also shows that there is
considerable latitude in the choice of C so that it should
m
be possible to let C vary with C so that as C variesc m J w p
with C the block coefficient can be held constant. The
w
range of the C variation was determined by looking at
w
the scatter in the plotted data for Saunders 1 design lane
for C .
w
Block coefficient cannot be varied independently of
the other parameters while keeping displacement constant,
i.e. the buoyancy constraint must be satisfied:
L Cb 10 6
T 35 (|) [A/(L/100)
3
]
It was decided to keep length constant by keeping the
displacement length ratio constant and to do one series of
variations of CD and L/T with L/B constant and to do aB
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second series of variations of C_ and L/B with L/T
constant. The foregoing variations would provide informa-
tion to a designer who is interested in the effect of
varying C, on a particular ship.
However, in analyzing typical ship characteristics it
is evident that many other parameters seem closely related
to C, , so that it is common practice to compare ships and
analyze trends by considering just ship size, speed, and
block coefficient. It is often taken for granted that
ships of equal block coefficient have equal values of
other important parameters such as C ; this is particularly
true of past qualitative analyses of the effect of C, on
bending moment and of the classification rules. Therefore,
a series of variations was done in which C was varied
w
with C, according to Saunders 1 design lanes to reflect
trends that would be seen when studying past typical ships.
To satisfy the buoyancy constraint in this series, L/T
was varied and L/B was held constant.
In each of the C, variations it was possible to study
only increases in C, from the standard of 0.60 becauseb
Faresi's curves for still water bending moment factors
do not go below this value. Also, since C, is usually
closely related to speed and ship type, the range over
which C. was varied, up to 0.75, is larger than the prac-
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tical range over which the standard ship could be varied,
which is from 0.55 to 0.65. The increased range was used
only to see what the trend might be, not because it was
felt a particular ship would be varied over this range.
Length is varied by varying the value of the
displacement length ratio; the limits of the variation are
selected from the design lane for displacement length
ratio (see Figure V and Table III) . Length affects the
buoyancy constraint so two variations were done as in the
C, series; one with L/T varying and one with L/B varying.
Since the speed length ratio is held constant, speed
also varies with length. So, a third series was done
with speed held constant and the speed length ratio varied
as length varies; in this series L/T was varied. With
a constant speed length ratio, as length increases, speed
increases and machinery weight should increase, causing
a decrease in hull weight. With constant speed, as length
increases, the speed length ratio decreases and the
deadweight will increase, causing a decrease in hull weight
Beam and draft were varied together because of the
buoyancy constraint. Saunders 1 design lane (Figure V) for
L/B shows that for the range of ship lengths of concern,
the beam can vary approximately ±15 feet from the standard;




Design speed was varied by varying the speed length
ratio. A fairly wide range was covered to see what trend
might develop. Actually, only small variations in design
speed would be made in any particular ship without
varying other important parameters, such as C and C, .
As the design speed varies, the deadweight/displacement
was varied; all other input parameters were held constant.
Machinery location was varied over the range of data
collected on typical cargo ships from roughly amidships
to the aft quarter. Several other important parameters
are a function of machinery location, all of which were
varied with the machinery location. The parameters are:
center of the deadweight aft of amidships, center of the
total deadweight, deadweight/displacement, and fraction
of deadweight aft. The input values of these are listed
in Table IV. It is worth noting that as the machinery
moves aft into the region of decreasing weight/foot of
length that the amount of deadweight that can be carried
on the ship increases if machinery length is held constant.
The remaining weight distribution parameters - the
center of the total deadweight, deadweight/displacement,
fraction of deadweight aft, and the forward and aft moments
of inertia - were all varied independently of each other
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and of any other parameter. Deadweight/displacement was
varied up to the limits of the design lane, ±.035 from
the standard. There was no data on or design lane for the
fraction of deadweight aft which was varied from 0.37 to
0.45. The center of the total deadweight and the moments
of inertia were varied within the limits of the data
collected for typical ships.
In addition to the variations in the hull form and
weight distribution of the ship considered above, the
effect of a speed reduction in a seaway was analyzed. For
each of the standard ships the bending moment at speed
length ratios of 0.6, 0.3, and 0.0 was calculated. All
other parameters were held constant. These calculations
were done by hand and the details are in Appendix VII.
E. Calculation Algorithm
The following algorithm was used for all of the
bending moment calculations. The algorithm is suitable
for either hand calculations or computer calculations.
Appendix IV is a sample of the calculation sheet that could
be used for hand calculations; this format was used for
preliminary calculations only; with the exception of the




Appendix V is the computer program and input data.
Appendix VIII lists the computer output which is formatted
and labelled so that all of the pertinent data for each
ship can be easily found by someone who is not familiar
with the computer program. Basically, the computer program
is set up so that the displacement and dimensionless hull
form and weight distribution parameters are input; the
program calculates: length, speed, machinery weight, L/T,
LCG, SWBM, wave BM, and the change in the wave BM mean due
to the ship's own wave and due to the seaway. The
calculations are repeated for as many input ships as
desired with a loop counter which prevents unintentional
repetition of the calculations. Faresi's integral factors
for still water bending moment, Murdey ' s coefficients
(A's) for the wave bending moment, and the coefficients
for machinery weight are input as data at the beginning
of the program.
The following dimensionless hull form and weight
distribution parameters are input to the program; these
are the same for each of the four displacements analyzed
(10,000, 14,000, 20,000, and 26,000 tons) and are selected
from Saunders' design lanes for a minimum resistance ship
and from weight distribution data (see section V.C) or




- speed length ratio, V//L
- waterplane coefficient, C
- displacement length ratio, A/(L/100)
w
3




- center of deadweight aft, 3,/L
2
- aft moment of inertia, I /L A
3.
- significant wave height, H
- block coefficient, C,b
- deadweight/displacement, DWT/A
- length/beam ratio, L/B
- center of total deadweight, 8/L
- machinery location, M/L
2
- forward moment of inertia, I^/L A
The displacement is input and the calculations are done for
that displacement; the values of the coefficients for
machinery weight, still water bending moment integral
factors, and wave bending moment coefficients are obtained
when needed by linear interpolation using the following
formula:
-
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L = 100 [ 1/3
A/(L/100)
CALCULATE SPEED
V = (V//L) /L
CALCULATE MACHINERY WEIGHT
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CALCULATE LCG
INTERPOLATE TO GET VALUE OF X FOR PARTICULAR C
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FARES I'S STANDARD LCB AND ACTUAL LCG
20Cb - 13.5
- LCG
CALCULATE STILL WATER BENDING MOMENT
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6a, and 6b FOR PARTICULAR C.b
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A PARTICULAR T
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CALCULATE TOTAL BENDING MOMENT
BM HOG = » + HOGGING WBM AL
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When the calculations for a particular ship are
completed, the results are printed and then the input
parameters and displacement for the next ship are read.
The significant wave height (H = 50 ft.) was selected
based on preliminary calculations so that the wave bending
moment would be close to a design value of wave bending
moment and so that the resulting nondimensional zero
crossing period, T , would be within the range of data




VI. ANALYSIS OF COMPUTER OUTPUT
Several different ways of presenting the results of the
calculations were investigated. The motive for the entire
analysis is to provide information useful in preliminary
design for analyzing the effect of varying hull form and
weight distribution on bending moment. In keeping with the
motive, it is desired to present the results in a concise
form that can be easily applied to a particular ship and
from which qualitative trends as well as quantitative infor-
mation can be readily distinguished without many intermediate
calculations.
The computer output was purposely formatted so that
detailed information concerning any particular variation
could easily be found; see Appendix VIII. But, the computer
output is too detailed for preliminary design purposes,
and it is difficult to see any apparent trends from looking
at the output
.
Some plots were made of bending moment versus dis-
placement and of BM/A L for each of the parameter variations
and the standard ship. These provided nice looking smooth
plots that may have been useful for getting a first estimate
of bending moment for some design but it was still not easy
to see the effect of varying parameters or to see qualitative
trends.
Finally, it was decided to calculate marginal factors
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for bending moment for each parameter. The marginal factor
was defined so that one could see the fractional change in
bending moment that would occur for a given fractional change
in the parameter:
marginal factor =(a)=
(BM for new parameter - BM for standard ship)
/
BM Standard
(new parameter - standard value of parameter)
Standard Parameter
The calculation sheet for the marginal factor is in Appendix
VI and the factors are shown in Figure VII and the marginal
factors averaged over displacement and over each value of
the parameter are listed in Table VI.
Because the marginal factors do not vary significantly
over the displacement range or over the parameter range (e.g.,
the average marginal factor for L/B variations is +1.23; from
10,000 to 26,000 tons this factor varies only about + 0.017;
from an L/B of 6.0 to 9.0 this factor varies only + 0.070)
the average value can easily be used to estimate how much
bending moment will change given a fractional change in one
of the parameters. For example, a 1% increase in beam will
result in a 1.23% increase in total bending moment. In
addition, qualitative trends can very easily be seen by
comparing values of the marginal factors; for example, the
marginal factor for a C^ variation holding beam constant is
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-0.68 while the marginal factor for a Cj^ variation holding
draft constant is -1.85. Because the marginal factor is
negative, it is desirable to use the maximum possible Cw for
a particular ship if one wants to reduce bending moment and
one can obtain the greatest reduction in bending moment by
holding draft constant and reducing beam as C^ is increased.
Besides calculating the marginal factor for the total
bending moment, the contribution of the still water bending
moment to the total and a comparison of the total sagging
moment with the total hogging moment are calculated in
Appendix VI. The qualitative trends shown by these calcula-
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A. Review of Method of Varying Parameters
While evaluating the results of the calculations, it
is important to keep the method of varying the parameters
in mind. A speed length ratio of 0.90 was considered
typical of today's dry cargo ships and was used for most
of the calculations. To see the effect that ship size
might have on the results, four displacements were
investigated for each condition: 10,000, 14,000, 20,000,
and 26,000 tons. Each ship must satisfy the definition





„. „ . L
C
B 10 6
A = —^-=— which gives — =
35(£) [A/(L/100r]
The "standard" ships were selected as follows:
1) For V//L = .9, select the following from
the optimum or middle of Saunders 1 design
lanes (Reference 23) : C , C , C , L/B,
p m w
A/(L/100) 3 .
2) Using the results from above, calculate
C, = C • C DWT/A = f (V//L) .b p m
3) Use the average of the data collected
for existing cargo ships to get the
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standard weight distribution parameters:
M/L, 6/L, B a /L, DWTA/DWT, I /L
2
A, I_/L 2 A.
a a £
4) The parameters from the above 3 steps
are the same for all displacements;
using them, calculate the following for
each displacement: L, V, W
2/ A ' L/T «
5) Calculate LCG, still water bending moment,
wave bending moment, and the shift of the
wave bending moment mean.
The method described above will produce a ship quite
similar to that which would be designed using standard
practice today with the philosophy that the "best" hull
form is the one with adequate stability and cargo carrying
capacity, and minimum resistance.
To analyze how the hull form or weight distribution
might be changed to reduce structural loading, each
parameter that effects bending moment was varied and the
bending moment was calculated for the new ship for each
displacement. So that the ships would have a reasonable
hull form and weight distribution, the hull form parameters
were kept inside or slightly beyond the design lane limits
determined by the speed length ratio and the weight




Ideally, each parameter should be varied while all
the others are kept constant; unfortunately, this is not
possible if the buoyancy constraint is to be satisfied.
So, for some parameter variations, such as displacement
length ratio and block coefficient, it was necessary to
vary either beam or draft as well to satisfy the buoyancy
constraint. Obviously, in such cases, the end result is
due to the effect of both of the parameters varied and not
just the one of prime interest at the time. An alternative
solution to this dilemma would have been to let the
displacement of the ship vary so that beam and draft could
be held constant. However, it was felt that this would be
inconsistent with the common design procedure of starting
with a certain displacement and designing the ship from
that point. More important is the fact that the desired
end result is whether the bending moment is reduced or
increased for a given size of ship. If, during the
analysis, the size of the ship (size is reflected by
displacement) is varied as well as the parameter of interest,
the results will not tell a designer how the bending moment
will change, for example, on a 20,000 ton ship, as the
parameter is varied.
Therefore, the parameters were varied as follows:
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Waterplane coefficient : independent of all
others.
Block coefficient ; a) beam constant and draft
decreasing as C, increases.
b) draft constant and beam
decreasing as C, increases.
Note that C, was increased over a fairly wide
range to see what the trend would be. In an
actual ship, C, could be varied only 1% or 2%
while holding C constant. Unfortunately,
only increases in C, could be analyzed due to
limitations of the relations for calculating
still water bending moment.
Block and waterplane coefficients : the two
were varied together following the design line
for C = f (C ) and C = C,/C with C constant,
w p p b m m
Beam is constant with draft varying to satisfy
the buoyancy constraint. This variation was
done primarily for comparison with established
trends and classification rules.
3Length : varied by varying A/(L/100) ; as
3A/(L/100) increases, L decreases.




b) draft constant and beam decreasing
as length increases.
c) beam and speed constant with draft
varying.
Design speed ; as speed increases, machinery
weight increases and deadweight decreases.
Machinery location : affects 3/L, $A/L, DWT/A,
DWTA/DWT. As machinery moves aft, the center
of the deadweight aft and the total deadweight
move forward, deadweight/displacement increases,
and the fraction of deadweight aft increases,
then decreases.
All other weight parameters were varied inde-
pendently of any other parameter.
A summary of the standard hull form and weight
distribution with the resulting hull dimensions and bending
moments is presented in Table IV. A summary of the ranges
over which the parameters were varied is presented in
Table V.
B. Qualitative Trends in the Effect of Parameters on
Bending Moment
1. Analysis of Bending Moment Equations
An analysis of the equations and coefficients for
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calculating the bending moments yields the following trends.
The details of the analysis are in Appendix VI.
(a) Still Water Bending Moment
SWBM . fl DWT 2 X , . v . v ,. , v x . x
AT b 1 a 1 (1 x r-) - (a^ + X6a) fo + X6b)AL 1 A A OO OO
Hull Weight Buoyancy
+ \*\(% + i!ai ( dwta
'L 1
k A ; I L ' K A ;
Machinery Deadweight
A still water bending moment arises when the weights
are not distributed exactly the same as the buoyancy. In
the above equation for SWBM at amidships, the weight moments
are positive and the buoyancy is negative. For normally
shaped cargo ships, the SWBM is hogging and about 42% of the
total weight moment is due to the hull weight, about 53%
of the total weight moment is due to the deadweight, and
about 5% is due to propulsion machinery.
Block coeffic ient: as C_, increases, the SWBM
~———^———————
— a
becomes less hogging. For the standard weight
distributed the SWBM is practically zero at
CD = .75. The change in SWBM is due to a
decrease in the hull weight moment and an
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increase in the magnitude of the buoyancy moment
as C_ increases.
Length : for constant displacement, SWBM is
directly proportional to length, neglecting
secondary effects of length on other parameters.
Design speed : speed increase will increase W_,
increasing SWBM, and it will decrease DWT/A,
the effect of which is explained below.
Machinery location : alone, it has a small
effect due to the small machinery moment.
However, the machinery location affects the
center of the deadweight aft which has a
significant effect on SWBM. Machinery location
also affects DWT/A and the center of the total
deadweight so that the net effect of a machinery
move is not apparent from looking at the equation.
Total deadweight location : as deadweight moves
forward, LCG of the ship moves forward, which
decreases the magnitude of the buoyancy moment
and results in an increase in SWBM.
Location of deadweight aft of amidships : as it
moves aft, SWBM increases due to the increase
in the deadweight moment.
Deadweight/displacement : since an increase in
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DWT will increase the DWTA, the deadweight
moment will increase. Also, a DWT increase
will move the total LCG forward which tends
to increase SWBM. But, as deadweight increases,
hull weight decreases which tends to decrease
the SWBM. Therefore, the net effect of a
deadweight increase cannot be determined from
looking at the equation.
Fraction of deadweight aft : moving more of
the deadweight aft will increase the deadweight
moment and increase the SWBM; assuming that the
total LCG of the ship is unchanged.
Other parameters have no direct effect on the
SWBM. Several parameters affect the total
LCG; as the LCG moves forward, the magnitude
of the buoyancy moment decreases, causing
the hogging SWBM to increase.
(b) Wave Bending Moment
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+ V CB + V* + A 3 , I )
2 T I A
u = 10 (A + A,C + A„ =; + A^LCG + A
o 1 w 2 T 3 4 L 2 A
+ A
5 L^ +W
Hogging Wave BM = A ^- (^ y H + y H + mL)^ C_ 2 K s s s s
a
Sagging Wave BM = A ^f^ (i y H - y H - mL)CB 2 s s s s
Coefficients (A's) = f(T )
T = 18.32 [(-^)/I7L] 1/3
Z Li
y = significant height of wave bending moment
response.
m = shift in wave bending moment mean due to
the ship * s own wave
.
y = shift in the wave bending moment mean due
s
to the seaway.
T = nondimensional zero crossing period of
the response.
The calculations were done with a constant significant
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wave height (H ) of 50 feet; therefore, the coefficients
s
(A's) are different for each length ship.
Waterplane coefficient : has a significant
effect on the WBM amplitude. Increasing C
will increase the amplitude and will tend to
make the WBM more sagging.
Block coefficient ; has no effect on the WBM
amplitude. May make the mean more hogging
or sagging depending on the ship and seaway
characteristics
.
Length ; affects the value of the coefficients
with no particular trend evident from looking
at the equations. Increasing the length will
increase the amplitude of the WBM because it
increases the "m" term in both the hogging
and sagging equations. It is interesting to
note that different forms of the WBM equations
have the length in different positions, with
different powers of length, which may lead to
different conclusions about the qualitative
effect of a length variation. However, it is
clear that, no matter what the form of the
equation, the resulting WBM calculations for
a particular ship will be the same.
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L/B and L/T : L/B has no effect on the WBM
amplitude; an increase in L/B makes the WBM
more sagging. (A decrease in beam makes the
WBM more sagging.) An increase in L/T will
decrease the WBM amplitude factor slightly
and may affect the mean either way. (A
decrease in draft will decrease the WBM ampli-
tude slightly.) L/T has a significant effect
on the final wave BM since it multiplies the
sum of the factors.
Design speed : A speed increase will increase
the WBM amplitude. A speed increase will
affect the magnitude of the shift of the
mean but not the direction of the shift.
Machinery and deadweight location : these
affect the LCG of the total ship. As the LCG
moves forward, the WBM amplitude is increased
slightly and the WBM becomes more hogging.
Moment of inertia of weight aft of amidships :
has a small effect on the amplitude of the WBM.
In a high sea, relative to ship length, an
increase in I will decrease the WBM amplitude.
a r





Moment of inertia of weight forward of amidships :
has a significant effect on the WBM amplitude;
an increase in I f will decrease the WBM amplitude
2. Analysis of Calculation Results
Besides looking for qualitative trends in the
equations for bending moment, the results of the calculations
were analyzed for qualitative trends. Of primary interest
here is the relative contribution of the still water and
wave bending moments to the total hogging bending moment
and the relative magnitude of the hogging and sagging
bending moments. A quantitative analysis of the effect of
each hull form and weight distribution parameter on bending
moment is presented in the next section.
For the standard ships : The SWBM is from 49% to 54%
of the total. As displacement increases, the SWBM becomes
more important. The total sagging bending moment is from
41% to 32% of the hogging bending moment. As displacement
increases, the sagging bending moment becomes less
important.
Waterplane coefficient : As C is increased, the SWBM
contribution decreases slightly and the sagging bending
moment becomes slightly more important.
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Block coefficient ; has a significant effect on SWBM.
For the case in which beam is constant and draft is
decreased as C, is increased, at C, = .75 the SWBM isb b
pratically zero and the sagging BM exceeds the hogging BM.
For other cases, the SWBM is still practically zero at
C, = .75 and for large C, the sagging BM is almost as large
as the hogging BM.
Length : When beam is held constant and draft is
decreased as length is increased, the relative contribution
of SWBM to the total is decreased as length increases; this
trend is reversed when draft is held constant and beam is
varied with length. The relative importance of the hogging
and sagging bending moments is essentially unchanged as
length is varied.
Design speed : as beam is decreased and draft is
increased, the SWBM becomes more important and the sagging
BM becomes more important.
Machinery location : as the machinery is moved aft,
the SWBM becomes less important and the sagging BM becomes
more important. Note that this is for a constant block
coefficient of .6; for ships with a high block coefficient
(greater than about .75) and machinery somewhat aft the
SWBM would be sagging and the total sagging BM would be
the one of primary interest to the designer, in such a case
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moving the machinery further aft may increase the impor-
tance of the SWBM.
Deadweight location : as the center of the total
deadweight is moved forward, the SWBM becomes more
important and the sagging BM decreases considerably.
Deadweight/displacement : an increase in deadweight
decreases the importance of the SWBM and increases the
importance of the sagging BM.
Fraction of deadweight aft : as more of the deadweight
is moved aft, the SWBM becomes more important and the
sagging BM decreases considerably, assuming the center of
the total deadweight is unchanged.
Moment of inertia of weight aft of amidships : has a
negligible effect.
Moment of inertia of weight forward of amidships : an
increase in I increases the importance of the SWBM and
decreases the sagging BM.
C. Quantitative Effect of Hull Form and Weight
Distribution on Total Bending Moment
Table VI and Figure VII summarize the results of the
calculations. In addition to the calculations explained
so far, the effect of a speed reduction in a seaway was
analyzed for each of the standard ships; these results are
summarized in Table VII and Figure VIII. The results in
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Table VI are given as marginal factors; for instance, a 1%
increase in C would increase the total design hogging
bending moment approximately 1.56%. This factor is the
same over the practical range of C variation, but varies
slightly with displacement. For a more precise value of
the marginal factor, one can look at the plot of marginal
factors versus displacement for each value of C in^ w
Figure VII, or one could look at the detailed calculations
in Appendix VI.
For dry cargo ships with cruiser type sterns, the
marginal factors should prove to be a useful design tool.
An example of their application is presented later in the
paper. The following is a discussion of the results for
each parameter:
Waterplane coefficient : Increasing C will increase
the total bending moment.
a) Has no effect on SWBM.
b) An increase in C makes more of the wave BM sagging;
however, this effect is overridden by the increase in the
wave BM amplitude.
c) Even though C has a noticeable effect on bending
moment, the designer probably could not achieve significant
reductions in bending moment by reducing C , since C isw w
very closely related to block and prismatic coefficients
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and cannot be varied much for a given block coefficient.
Much of a C reduction would probably result in inadequate
transverse stability.
Block coefficient ; The effect of C, depends on how
beam and draft are handled since displacement is held
constant; if C is held constant, increasing C, will
w ^ b
decrease the total BM. If C is varied with C, (as would
w b
be necessary for large C, variations) , increasing C, will
increase the total BM. All C, variations were done forb
the standard weight distribution.
a) In each case increasing C, significantly decreases
the SWBM.
b) In each case as the block coefficient is increased
the total LCG moves forward, which increases the wave BM
amplitude and makes the WBM more hogging.
i) Beam is constant and L/T increases as
C, increases (draft decreases) : For thisb
case, the shift towards a more hogging
wave BM is most pronounced. Also, since
L/T affects the wave BM amplitude while
L/B does not, holding beam constant
results in less of an increase in the
amplitude than holding draft constant.
The net effect is that, when beam is held
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constant, the hogging wave bending moment
increases quite noticeably with C, and
tends to counteract the decrease in SWBM.
However, the SWBM decrease is the most
significant, resulting in a decrease in
the total hogging bending moment as C.
increases.
ii) Draft is constant and L/B increases
as C, increases (beam decreases) : Forb
this case there is only a moderate shift
towards a more hogging wave BM. So,
even though the wave BM amplitude is
increased more than in the above case,
the net effect is a negligible increase
in the hogging wave BM. Therefore, the
decrease in SWBM is even more effective
in reducing the total hogging BM as C,
is increased.
iii) C increases with C, and beam is
—
w b
held constant: Here there is a pronounced
shift of the mean to give a more hogging
wave BM; however, the C increase
w
decreases the magnitude of the shift




causes a significant increase in the wave
BM amplitude. The net effect is that the
increase in the hogging wave BM overrides
the decrease in the SWBM so that the total
hogging bending moment increases slightly
as C, is increased,
c) Selection of the block coefficient is an area over
which the designer has some latitude and can effect
noticeable reductions in bending moment. Clearly, for a
reduced bending moment, the block coefficient should be
as high as possible, holding the waterplane coefficient
constant and holding draft constant and letting beam reduce
as C, is increased. Such a variation would be limited by
the need to maintain adequate transverse stability. As
mentioned previously, C. and C are closely related;
however, C is actually considered a function of C in
w J p
most references; therefore, as C, is increased it would be
desireable to let the midship section coefficient decrease
so that C may remain constant. Unfortunately, increasing
C, may lead to increased ship resistance, but according to
many references resistance is more directly related to C
so that the method described above may not lead to a
noticeable resistance increase. In summary, to reduce
bending moment, once a ship is selected from the usual
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design lanes, the hull form should then be modified to
obtain a high C, by reducing beam and C while otherb m
parameters are held constant until the limit of adequate
transverse stability is reached.
It must be remembered that the procedure described
above is applicable to dry cargo ships designed with a
speed length ratio of around 0.9 and a block coefficient
of less than about 0.75 so that there is a hogging still
water bending moment and the total hogging bending moment
is the one of primary concern to the designer. For ships
with a higher block coefficient and/or a sagging still
water bending moment in which the total sagging moment
would be of primary concern, a reduction of design bending
moment would probably be obtained by modifying the hull
form in a direction opposite to that described above.
Length : Here also, how beam and draft are handled as
length is varied has a significant effect on the end result
If beam is held constant so that draft decreases as length
is increased, the bending moment is increased as length is
increased; whether or not the design speed is held constant
or the speed length ratio is held constant has a negligible
effect. If draft is held constant and beam reduced as




a) For a constant speed length ratio the effect of
length on SWBM is the same whether beam or draft are held
constant; SWBM increases as length is increased. However,
the increase in SWBM is slightly less than it would be if
SWBM were directly proportional to length because as speed
varies the machinery and hull weight fractions vary.
When speed is held constant and the speed length
ratio is varied, SWBM increases even less with length
because the deadweight and hull weight fractions vary.
b) i) Holding the speed length ratio constant
causes speed to increase as length is
increased, which in turn causes the
machinery weight to increase and the
hull weight fraction to decrease. It
seems likely that as length is increased
the hull weight fraction would increase
even though either beam or draft are
decreased to compensate for the length
increase; this did not happen because
the traditional relations used give
deadweight as a function of V//C and
machinery weight as a function of speed
and displacement with hull weight being
whatever is left over. It may be more
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exact to increase the hull weight with
length by decreasing the deadweight; this
refinement was not added to the relations
used and would probably have a negligible
effect on the results, since the effect
of the machinery and hull weight varia-
tions is overridden by other effects.
So, as length and speed increase the
total LCG moves aft, which would tend
to decrease the wave BM amplitude
slightly and make the wave BM more
sagging.
a) Holding beam constant and
decreasing draft as length
increases would tend to make the
wave BM amplitude factor smaller
and may affect the mean either way.
But, the dominating factor is that
as length changes, the coefficients
(A's) change so that as length
increases the wave BM amplitude
increases slightly and there is a
considerable shift of the wave BM
towards more hogging. In addition,
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increasing length increases the
wave BM height and the associated
L/T increase causes an additional
increase in the wave BM height.
The net result is a significant
increase in both the hogging and
sagging wave bending moments and
in the total hogging and sagging
bending moments,
b) Holding draft constant and
decreasing beam as length increases
yields considerably different
results. The shift in the mean
makes the wave BM considerably
more sagging so that even though
the wave BM amplitude increases
with length, the hogging wave BM
decreases. The net result is a
slight decrease in the total
hogging bending moment as length is
increased and a considerable increase
in the total sagging bending moment.
(The sagging moment is still only
about half the hogging moment.)
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ii) Holding speed constant while length
is varied results in a slight forward shift
in the total LCG as length increases for
reasons previously explained. This
variation was done with beam held constant
and the results are quite similar to those
already explained above,
c) Length is a hull form parameter over which the
designer has considerable control. The traditional
reasoning is that as length is increased, resistance and
therefore machinery weight is decreased, while hull weight
is increased due to a larger bending moment. Given a
constant displacement ship and holding C, and other
important parameters constant, it is clear that if the
length increase is accompanied by a draft decrease, there
is a significant increase in bending moment. But, if the
length increase is accompanied by a beam decrease, it may
be possible to actually achieve a slight reduction in
bending moment; as always, this approach would be limited
by stability constraints.
Beam and draft : A beam increase along with an
associated draft decrease will result in a reduced hogging
bending moment.




b) An increase in beam and decrease in draft cause
a slight decrease in the wave BM amplitude and the wave BM
is considerably more hogging. The net result is an increase
in the total hogging moment and a slight decrease in the
total sagging moment.
c) Obviously, beam and draft variations had some
effect on the results obtained when block coefficient or
length were the parameters of prime interest. It is clear
that to reduce bending moment the designer should strive
for minimum beam and maximum draft. Note that the marginal
factor in Table VI is based on beam and not draft. Unlike
the other hull form parameters, selecting beam for minimum
bending moment is consistent with selecting beam for
minimum resistance. Also, an increased draft will probably
lead to a more efficient midship section regarding weight
and moment of inertia of the section.
Design speed : Increases in design speed result in a
decrease in total hogging bending moment which is practically
negligible. Changes in a ship's speed in a seaway without
changing the form or weight distribution of the ship will
be discussed later.
a) For reasons explained in previous sections, an
increase in design speed moves the total LCG aft and causes
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a slight increase in SWBM.
b) As previously explained, a speed increase causes a
decrease in hogging wave BM and an increase in the sagging
wave BM. The net result is a slight decrease in the total
hogging moment and a slight increase in the total sagging
moment.
c) The effect of changes in design speed on bending
moment are probably not worth consideration during pre-
liminary design.
Machinery location : Moving machinery aft reduces the
total hogging bending moment and increases the total
sagging moment.
a) The effect of a machinery move on other parameters
is explained in the summary of variations. The result is
that as the machinery is moved aft, the total LCG moves
forward because the machinery is replaced by heavier
deadweight. Note that the analysis was done for a constant
machinery length rather than constant volume because a
constant length seems to be the trend for the ships
analyzed; considering machinery arrangements for steam
plants, this trend makes sense. SWBM decreases as machinery
moves aft.
b) The effect of the LCG move on the wave BM is
consistent with the qualitative explanation.
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c) Machinery location is certainly under the control
of the designer and should be carefully considered.
Clearly, significant reductions in bending moment can be
achieved by moving machinery aft. Assuming that the ship
under consideration has a weight/volume distribution
similar to the "standard" used in the analysis, moving the
machinery aft has the added advantage of giving more room
for deadweight. Of course, there is the disadvantage of
trimming the ship in the light load condition. Care
should be exercised during this variation since with
machinery aft, the maximum bending moment may not occur at
amidships.
The result of varying deadweight location is con-
sistent with the qualitative explanations and need not be
addressed further. To reduce bending moment the center
of the deadweight should be as far forward as possible.
Deadweight/displacement : Increasing the deadweight
fraction will decrease the total hogging bending moment
slightly.
a) As explained in the qualitative analysis of the
SWBM equation, increasing the deadweight has several
opposing effects. The result is that as deadweight is
increased, there is a decrease in SWBM.
b) The effect of a deadweight increase on wave BM is
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due to the forward movement of the total LCG and the
results follow the qualitative trends presented earlier.
Obviously, the SWBM is affected the most since the total
hogging bending moment decreases and the sagging moment
increases with a deadweight increase.
c) The net effect of a deadweight increase is small
and this marginal factor may not be of much use to the
designer. Nevertheless, it is nice to know that having
the deadweight fraction as high as possible will lead to a
reduction of total hogging moment.
Fraction of deadweight aft : Moving more of the
deadweight aft, without moving the center of the total
deadweight, causes a significant increase in the total
hogging bending moment. Only the still water bending
moment is affected. Since the location of deadweight in a
dry cargo ship is usually not varied much (except by moving
the machinery location) , this variation was done primarily
for analytical purposes.
Moment of inertia of weights aft of amidships : This
has a negligible effect on bending moment and need not be
considered during preliminary design.
Moment of inertia of weights forward of amidships :




a) I- has no effect on SWBM.
b) As seen in the qualitative analysis, increasing
I f has no effect on the wave BM mean and reduces the wave
BM amplitude.
c) The designer may have some control over I f and
should keep its definition in mind when considering any
changes in the design; I f is the moment of inertia of
weights forward of amidships about an axis through amid-
ships. Therefore, I f can be increased by either moving the
weights further from the center of the forward weights or
by moving the center of the forward weights further from
amidships. This means that weight should be kept to a
minimum at the forward quarter of the vessel and that,
given a choice, it would be better to put a weight near the
bow than near amidships.
Speed reduction in a seaway ; In Reference 4 Murray
suggests that when a ship reduces speed in a seaway, the
bending moment may actually increase and he mentions that
some ships have experienced structural failures when hove
to. At the time, 1958, theory had not advanced to the
point where the effect of speed on BM was understood and
Murray's suggestion could not be supported by an analysis.
It is clear from the equations that as speed is reduced
the SWBM will not be affected, the wave BM amplitude will
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be slightly reduced, and the wave BM will become more
hogging until the SWBM is the true mean of the wave BM.
Since ships are usually forced to reduced speed in high
seas and because reduced or even zero speed in a high sea
is certainly not an unreasonable design condition, the
effect of a speed reduction was analyzed. Note that this
is not a change in the design speed. In the analysis that
follows, all parameters except speed were held constant.
Detailed calculations are in Appendix VII.
As can be seen in Table VII and Figure VIII, as speed
is reduced, the total hogging bending moment increases to
a maximum about 8% higher than the standard at around 7
knots and then decreases to a value about 6% higher than
the standard at zero speed. Clearly, if a designer is
using an analysis based on hydrodynamic theory, including
the shift of the wave BM mean, the analysis should be done
at reduced speed to obtain the maximum hogging bending
moment
.
It is considerably more important that any analysis
to obtain a design value for the sagging bending moment be
done at the maximum speed attainable in the seaway.
Sagging bending moments are considerably reduced at lower
speeds and in larger ships where the SWBM dominates, there
may be no sagging bending moment at zero speed. This is an
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important consideration for failure modes such as buckling
of the main deck or tensile failure of the bottom.
Clearly, speed reductions in high seas may not always
be advisable. Unfortunately, violent ship motions,
slamming, etc. may force one to reduce speed and when
considering dynamic stresses from transient loads such as
slamming, it is no longer clear whether or not a speed
reduction will result in a lower total stress.
One must remember that the foregoing analysis is for
a ship with a hogging SWBM and a hull form that shifts the
wave BM to more sagging with speed increases. The analysis
certainly applies to dry cargo ships with normal hull forms
and weight distributions.
D. Comparison of Standard Ship Bending Moments With
Classification Rules and Other Sources
The results of bending moment calculations using
Lloyd's and ABS rules and Murray's equation [3] and the
seakeeping tables [14] are compared with the standard used
in the calculations from Faresi's method [18] and Murdey's
method [15] for the 20,000 ton ship in Figure IX.
Calculations for other displacements yielded similar
results and are presented in Appendix VII.
The seakeeping tables do not give any correction for
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thesis calculations compares quite well with the seakeeping
table results. This means that the equations used for the
calculations gave a good prediction of the wave BM for the
sea state used.
Equations for wave BM are also given in the 1976
Lloyd's Rules and the 1976 ABS Rules. It should be noted
that the wave BM in the new rules is the moment due only
to waves and must be added to a SWBM to get the total
moment; the total would be what is calculated by poising
the ship on a static wave and doing a traditional
calculation for bending moment (of course, the method used
in the new rules and the traditional method may not give
the same numerical results). In Reference 3, Murray also
gives an equation for wave BM. Unlike the seakeeping
tables and Murdey ' s equations, which give the significant
value of wave BM in a given seaway, the rules and Murray's
equation give design values for the bending moment. One
would expect the design values to be higher than the
significant values (average of the 1/3 highest) in a
particular seaway.
As can be seen in Figure IX, correcting the wave BM
mean and using a 50 ft. significant wave height gave a
wave BM lower than that given by the other methods. Without
correcting the mean, Murdey ' s equations and a 50 ft.
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significant wave height gave a wave bending moment quite
close to Murray's results, a bit higher than ABS, and
still lower than Lloyd's. So, the relations used for
predicting wave BM give results that are close to what
would be used as a design value for wave BM.
Lloyd's rules result in a section modulus that is
considerably more conservative than the ABS rules. The
following summarizes the rules requirements for the 2 0,000
ton standard ship.
Lloyd's ABS
Wave BM (ft-tons) 235,374 146,491
2
Allowable Stress (tons/in ) 11.53 10.26
SWBM (ft-tons) (from standard 127,440 127,440
calcs., not rules)







"Wave BM" 235,374 1.08(146,491)

















As seen in the above calculations, when just the wave
BM is considered, Lloyd's is considerably more conservative
,
Adding the SWBM makes Lloyd's and ABS comparable, although
Lloyd's is still more conservative, requiring a heavier
structure; most of the difference is due to Lloyd's using
a higher wave bending moment. Clearly, this relatively
new method of calculating structural loading has some
important unsolved problems.
Besides comparing actual bending moment values, the
effect of varying C, , length, and beam were analyzed and
compared in Figure IX. Murray's equation and the rules
all show practically the same effect for a length varia-
tion; since length has long been considered a major factor
in determining bending moment, this result is expected.
It seems that the relations used in the thesis calculations
overestimate the effect of length, especially if the
correction of the wave BM mean is included.
The rules and Murray's equation show wave BM propor-
tional to beam. Without the mean correction, Murdey's
equation gives a similar result. Including the mean
correction results in beam having a greater effect on
wave BM.
The effect of block coefficient shows considerable
variation between the different estimating methods;
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including block coefficient in the bending moment calcula-
tions is a recent addition to the rules. Lloyd's and ABS
give similar results only if C, is varied from some value
slightly below .64 to some value slightly above .64
because ABS does not allow a value of less than .64 to be
used in the equations. For other ranges of C, variations,
ABS, Murray's equation, and Murdey's equations without
the mean correction give results that are somewhat similar.
Lloyd's shows C, to be considerably less important.
Including the mean correction in Murdey's equations shows
C, to be considerably more important.
For SWBM the only other estimating equation found is
in the 1976 ABS rules. ABS explicitly states that their
equation is to be used only for preliminary estimates and
that final design values are to be obtained from conventional
calculations for SWBM. The ABS equation gives a SWBM of
156,671 ft. tons for the 20,000 ton standard ship.
Faresi's method used in the thesis gives 127,440 ft. tons
(see Appendix VII for details). It is interesting to note
that the ABS equation shows SWBM increasing with C, which
contradicts the trend given in all other references. It
seems that the ABS equation may not give reliable results;
however, the ABS results and Faresi's results are close
enough so that it is safe to assume that for the purposes
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of comparison of different hulls, Faresi's method should
give satisfactory results.
It is interesting to compare the calculated results
for total bending moment with the traditional standard of
AL/35. The standard gives BM/AL = .0286 for all ships.
The relations used in this thesis give values of BM/AL
that range from .0233 for small ships to .0221 for large
ships. Some other comparisons that yield results quite




1) The object of the calculations is to obtain
marginal factors for the effects of hull form and weight
distribution on bending moment. The marginal factors were
obtained by comparing the differences in bending moment
for various hulls. To obtain satisfactory results, it is
not necessary to have exact design values for bending
moment since the differences between various values are of
primary interest.
Nevertheless, it is important to have still water and
wave bending moment values that are close to the design
values, especially when varying a parameter tends to
increase the SWBM and decrease the wave BM, or vice versa.
In such a case, the effect of the parameter on the total
bending moment (in the final analysis this is the value of
interest to the designer) depends very much on the relative
contribution of the SWBM and wave BM to the total. The
comparisons given in the results indicate that, even though
the relations used in the calculations may be a bit lower
than design values, the relative contribution of the wave
and still water bending moments is quite close to what it
would be for the type of ships investigated.
Marginal factors from other sources, rules, and
Murray's equations could only be calculated for the wave BM
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for C, , length, and beam. Although the actual marginal
factors are not exactly the same as those obtained using
Murdey's equations, the qualitative trends are the same.
Therefore, the calculated values of bending moment
used in this thesis are probably slightly lower than design
values but the marginal factors for the effect of hull form
and weight distribution on bending moment should prove to
be valid for dry cargo ships. The marginal factors are
simple to apply and should prove useful in preliminary
design if one is interested in making tradeoffs to obtain
a reduced structural loading. The factors for C , C, , L,r w b
B, machinery location, and weight distribution forward of
amidships are of particular importance to the designer.
2) It is important to remember the type of ship for
which the analysis was done; dry cargo ships with a block
coefficient less than .75 and a hogging still water bending
moment. Any radical departures from the hull form and
weight distribution used may change the effect of various
parameters
.
For example, tankers with a large block coefficient
and machinery aft typically have a sagging SWBM. This
would obviously change the way in which some parameters
should be varied to reduce the total design bending moment
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which would now be a sagging rather than a hogging moment.
It is interesting to note that for a large block coeffi-
cient the change in the mean of the wave BM tends to make
the wave BM more hogging, thereby reducing the design
value of bending moment and that for low block coefficient
ships the wave bending moment tends to be more sagging,
which reduces the design value (hogging) of bending moment.
In each case, a reduction in speed would tend to increase
the value of the bending moment of interest to the
designer.
Waterplane coefficient is another important parameter;
it probably actually represents the longitudinal moment
of inertia of the waterplane area of the ship. The analysis
is based on Murdey ' s equations for ships with cruiser
type sterns. Therefore, the results would probably not
apply to ships with transom sterns, which would have a
different longitudinal distribution of the waterplane area.
3) All of the references that talk about using the
analytical, hydrodynamic approach to determining a design
value of the wave bending moment say that it is safe to
assume that the SWBM is the mean of the wave BM. The total
bending moment is found by adding half of the wave BM
height to the SWBM to get the total hogging BM and subtract-
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ing half of the wave BM height from the SWBM to get the
total sagging BM. In a typical cargo ship where the
hogging bending moment is by far the largest and of primary
concern to the designer, the foregoing approach seems quite
safe. However, it seems quite possible that some of the
major members in the ship may be sized by failure modes
caused by the sagging bending moment, such as buckling of
the main deck or tensile failure of the bottom.
A quick comparison of total bending moment values with
and without the wave BM mean correction shows some worth-
while results. For example, the 20,000 ton ship at design
speed has a wave BM amplitude (1/2 height) of 16 3,018
ft. tons. With the SWBM of 127,4 40 ft. tons as the mean,
there is a total hogging BM of 290,458 ft. tons and a total
sagging BM of -35,578 ft. tons. Correcting the wave BM
mean for the effect of the ship's own wave and the effect
of speed in the seaway gives a total hogging BM of 24 2,116
ft. tons and a total sagging BM of -83,919 ft. tons. The
hogging moment obtained without the mean correction would
be acceptable as a conservative design value since it
overestimates the more accurate value. However, the sagging
BM without the mean correction is less than half of the
more accurate value. Obviously, neglecting the change in
the mean of the wave BM would lead to serious undersizing
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of members that fail due to the sagging moment.
The simple alternative of using the total hogging
moment as the design value for sagging would be over-
estimating by a factor of more than three and would lead
to overdesign in members sized primarily by failure modes
caused by sagging moments.
Therefore, for a design based completely on the results
of hydrodynamic theory, it is important to include the
change in the mean of the wave bending moment and as noted
earlier, it is important to investigate the bending moment
that occurs when the ship's speed is reduced in a seaway.
4) When first starting to investigate the effects of
hull form on bending moment, primary emphasis was on the
wave bending moment. As the work progressed, it became
clear that the still water bending moment was equally
important. The fact that in recent years considerable
work has been done on predicting wave bending moments,
with still water bending moment barely mentioned, and that
the traditional bending moment calculation statically
poised the ship on a wave (the fact that the SWBM is
automatically included in such a "wave" BM calculation is
sometimes forgotten) seem to have lead to a neglect of the
importance of the still water bending moment. By selection
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of the block coefficient and control of the weight
distribution (machinery location in particular) , the
designer has considerable control over the SWBM while the
designer's ability to affect significant changes in the
wave BM is somewhat limited. So, despite the fact that
calculating the SWBM is theoretically simple, this area
probably deserves more attention during the ship design
than it now receives.
5) It should be remembered that parameters that are
not shown directly in the bending moment equations or in
the analysis may still indirectly affect bending moment
and should therefore be carefully selected. For instance,
the midship section coefficient relates C and C. . And,
C is related to C . Therefore, the midship section
w P
coefficient relates C and C, , both of which have a
w b
significant impact on bending moment.
6) All of the analysis was done for the bending
moment at amidships. For most ships this is close to the
area of maximum bending moment. However, for ships with
machinery far aft, the maximum bending moment may be
located closer to the quarter points of the ship and
predictions of the bending moment amidships may not give
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valid design values. Therefore, care should be taken in
applying the results of this thesis to ships which have
unusual loadings that may result in the maximum bending
moment being somewhere other than amidships (machinery
far aft, empty spaces at the ends or middle of the ship,
etc.). Unfortunately, there is very little data on the
wave bending moment at places other than amidships and the
only way seen to calculate it is by using an expensive
seakeeping computer program.
7) The selection of the 50 ft. significant wave
height and using the resulting significant value of bending
moment response has yielded results that compare satis-
factorily with other methods of estimating a design value
for wave bending moment. However, there is an alternate
approach which may yield improved results: investigation
of typical shipping routes would give a reasonable design
seastate; using the significant wave height for this
seastate, calculate a bending moment response, and use
extreme value statistics to get a design value for bending
moment. Since the coefficients (A's) in the bending moment
equations depend on the seastate and the relative effect
of the ship's own wave system depends on the seastate,
using the foregoing procedure may yield different results
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(however, important trends would probably not change)
.
8) Several references give general qualitative trends
in the variation of bending moment with hull form and
weight distribution; these are that the wave bending moment
increases with increasing C, and the still water bending
moment decreases with increasing C, and that the wave bend-
ing moment decreases as weight is moved away from amidships.
These trends agree with the results obtained. It is
important to remember that the results and the marginal
factors are for the total hogging moment.
9) In an actual ship design the standard hull form
would be the one with minimum resistance. As the hull form
is modified to reduce bending moment, the resistance will
probably increase which would lead to an increase in
machinery weight. This increase in W_ was not included in
the analysis; i.e., W~ was held constant unless speed was
changed. The change in machinery weight would have a
negligible effect on bending moment. Of course, the




IX. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
The method used in this analysis produces satisfactory
results that may be quite useful. With a few changes,
the analysis would be quite accurate and could easily be
extended to cover other ships. The following suggestions
apply to this method of analysis:
1) The first improvement would be to do the analysis
with a value of significant wave height typical of actual
shipping routes and apply extreme value statistics to get
a design value as discussed in paragraph 7 of the
Conclusions. This change would make the method more
theoretically correct but probably would not change the
results significantly.
2) By extending the displacement range for which
machinery weight can be calculated, the analysis can be
extended to dry cargo ships with displacements greater
than 26,000 tons. This addition should be fairly simple
to accomplish.
3) The same method could be used to analyze the effect
of hull form and weight distribution on bending moment in
tankers. It would be necessary to develop weight distribu-
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tion information and to include the still water bending
moment integral factors for tankers which Faresi has
developed.
4) The analysis should be repeated for standard
ships with hull form selected for minimum resistance at a
higher and a lower speed length ratio than the speed length
ratio of 0.90 used for this thesis. Such an analysis would
produce marginal factors for bending moment for "low speed"
and "high speed" ships. It is likely that the marginal
factors would be different than those for the average
speed length ratio of 0.90 but the general trends would
probably be the same.
5) Once the above changes and additions are completed,
all of which would not require extensive research or
computer time, it would be worthwhile to check the bending
moment values obtained for several of the key ships in the
analyses by using a seakeeping computer program similar to
the one used by Chryssostomidis in Reference 14 and by
actually deriving a weight distribution and calculating a
still water bending moment. An important part of this
analysis would be checking the total bending moment along
the entire length of the ship to ensure that using the
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moment at amidships valid for comparison purposes.
Doing this analysis has also brought to mind several
areas in the field of predicting structural loads in which
further investigation may be worthwhile. These are:
6) More information needs to be collected on weight
distributions. Information should be collected on at least
the parameters used in the bending moment equations and
attempts should be made to develop design lanes similar
to those used for hull form relations. With this informa-
tion, a reliable and fairly accurate prediction of
structural loading could be made quickly while hull form
and arrangements are being developed during preliminary
design.
7) Some full scale tests on still water bending
moment would provide some assurance that prediction methods
are accurate and the estimates of weight distribution used
in the prediction are satisfactory.
8) Faresi's method for predicting still water bending
moment is quite useful and should be extended to ships with
lower block coefficients than 0.60. As the separation of
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the total bending moment into a still water and wave
component becomes the standard method of predicting the
total moment (rather than statically poising the ship on a
trochoidal wave), methods such as Faresi's for quickly and
accurately predicting the still water bending moment will
become a useful design tool.
9) The importance of still water bending moment is
not yet fully appreciated. Lloyd's rules include a
requirement that the ship's section modulus be increased
if the still water bending moment is more than the wave
bending moment. The reasoning is probably that the still
water stress is similar to a mean stress in fatigue
analysis. As the mean stress is increased, the magnitude
of allowable excursions from that mean is reduced to avoid
failure. This is, of course, consistent with fatigue
theory. However, there is no benefit given to ships that
are designed to minimize or possibly eliminate the still
water bending moment. Allowing a higher wave stress for
ships with close to a zero still water bending stress would
be consistent with fatigue theory. Since the designer
has some control over the still water bending moment, this
is an area that is certainly worth investigating.
When considering the still water bending moment in
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design, it is vital to remember that normal variations of
ship loading can cause considerable changes in the still
water bending moment. Of course, the worst case should be
selected for design purposes. Additionally, changes in
the still water bending moment can cause changes in the
longitudinal position on the ship at which the maximum
moment occurs.
In conclusion, the method presented in this thesis
provides a means of easily determining the effect of hull
form and weight distribution variations on structural
loading. This method should prove useful and reliable for
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IF X- VALU£T OF PARAM.FTFr\
3M a Total. howim6 moment
CBM -BM sro)/BM stp® = XX~- ^sro)/xIr7^
S W6IM STICt WATgR MOMffNT
TOT " ToTAU HOGGING (MOME^r
SAG Total SAGGING MoMfN/
H°6 Tota<- Hogging Moment
e.g. For A- 1^,000 TON SHIP
STANDARD : Cw = .7l4- SV^BM-" 4% £17 FT- fo^
Tor. Hogging. M<?MENr--^^6?8 ft. - tons
Tor. Sagging Moment - ~ 40, 8660 Ft-tca/s
Cwi VARIATION •' Cvv/, = .TIO SWQtA- 4^,Z*\1 FT.-ToNS
Tor, H06&/NG MoMENr- 18,732. ft.- toms
Tor. Sagging Moment : -3^,737 FT-roNi
So, FOR Gva/, VARIATION '
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r/jcvo + iVlK dwt%)
X, = 20 Cg - 13.5- LCG?
FOR STANDARD S H)PS '
A= 10,(700 14^00 2^000 2 6,000
V&~ .043 . 0J8 .ojr ,0J£
For Cs variatio/v '
KF/AP FOLLOWING p^M PLOTS OR T/KQLF
AT Uf6|NNW& OF ApP£"WD|k WTT AS f(Ce)-
Cg Q, b, a b <$"a <fb Xo
. £ .i"27*? .ZZ45" .^o ,|7*Z ,0|<?9 ,00.16 -2.1
.65" .cf/81 .114? .Soil .I&3-2- ,0\60 ,0032.4 -1.4
SAMPLE" CALCULATION FOR, A- Z0,000 £ C$ : .6
LCG - - 13.7 (.03S") -t |.3t(.6J|) - 2.1 (|-.03i"-.*") a -.374
—J-^ Duf to; H^ll wt. - .Sm{.zi+s)(l-.ois'-. 6n)'..o4Zo
MACH 1 '/, -- .I37(.03^)r .00*0
Owt = .2)3(.6N)(. 4/)= .0«*\J4
ecu/ANCy --(.«T26 + (-l.i3)(.o»<l««>)(.;752^(-i.i3>(.<?02i))
= -.0*82.
rorAL wr. factor = . o<no t . oo+3 + . as\J4
=
. /0O2.
CONTRl 8<-»T IO/sI OF •
.o<hZ.O
Hull K/T - TToo &. * .4^
MACH1 y,
= TrfH= "
DWT - • ,°fi: = .«
. loot

REPEATING CALCULATION FOR Cg - • 6 6 .6^ Fo R
EACH A GIVE'S '.
& -+ 10,000 I4,QQ0 20,000 2 6,OOQ
C-b
-*
-6 . 65~ . 6 ,6^ , 6 , 65 . 6 ,65"
i£l*Fc*:
£ L,
HULL ,04tO .0402 .0416 .0408 ,O4a0> .0412. .042.3 .£?4AS~
MACH. ,00>5"«f .OOf? .DOSZ. .OOT£ ,00*S ,0046 ,0044 t OO<h<h





ioOZ .0^4 . /OOS ,0«? ,=f4 JOOI , 0973
6oyyANCY~0d87
-.otlZ -.0834 -.O^Ofc ~,08&Z -.0101 -,0881 - O^OT
NET .0116 .0O83 .0118 .0086 ,o\ZO .ooQl ,0\Z0 , 0O8g
Conclusions
t= increase ^= decrease
l) AS A T • NEr al T
hull f
}
sour ^ .'. /vjfr t
MACA/'y. i ,\ NEK ^ SLI6HTL.y
\ ^ r~ A SW8M J
.




3) For Each cass: : (9 Ce r .6 Z W-rs . * . »oo2.
S Cz~ & COAsiTPN l6wr/0AV TO TOTAL WT. M«Mf/VT
(EWts.) is : HULL. =t 42 %
Mach'v. *, 4% -6%
Dwr ^£"3 2
ABS SWBM - RgF. ** 27
Fo* 3«0'<LiS2f, C« » L- 28^ + ^T0^] X/°" 3
FOR E25"<L <6*?0'
,





RESULTS OF ABS CALCS. FOR Swbm : Ce
L Cst B SWBM SW8m/al
42.7 .3o// *io' z fs.l 76, 173 .0178
478 .WW
J
65.1 10*?, 84-6 ,OU4
6*3^
.284* / 74.3 I62>364 .o»r/
S8B .ZQilxlO-3 01.1 2.11. S64 ,OK3
MOT£ : ABOVr FOR STANDARD SW/RS
Compare Thesis SWBW £ ABS SWBM
A THCSl* SWBMABS SWBM







OTHER METHODS FOR WAVE" BM
5£ake"£Ping Table Calcs. for, A r £0)000 Ton standaro
Ship.




- 0^3 Fn --.268
Vi-





.; 075" ./ 075- ./
. OTT .
'
F,*.tf" 327 3^6 342- 368 274 M6 Z7T 2T7
.30 34*? 38S :Ill 40I 2^4 3)1 3C7S 323
INTERPOLATE CSING $ z 3. + L-x Cx; x,)
INTERPOLATE W FOL.LC7VV/M6 OR PER ; '*- > ^ > 8/r > V6
L
/6 - 7 7 7 7.25" 8.r 8.5" 8,5"
B/r -> 2 2.5\5" 3 2.5^ ^ 2.5r 3
6 s .a£" 34-8 36/ 2^0 292
J
.268 3^7 366 373 iss* zie 300 301
/v. so 373 3^3 3M 3)7
h
5/l '.O^ FOR ALC VALUES f\%ov£.

83
. y38M - 3^0)50(3 pr.-TOHS hogging BM r I^O,25'3
MiJRi^Ay'6 EQUATION FOR DESIGN BM , RET, g 3
HOQGING WAVC BM = 55.5'(l.£Ce -.4 <0L? B €- ' X <0
"*
FOR STANP. SHIP5, Cg=.6
A 14,000 20,000 26,O0O
L 478 S'Z^l <r&e>
B 65-.? 74.3 81.1
Lloyd's equation for design 8m
,
ref, & 30
Nora '• Lloyd's calcs. dcnf /*> m£t«»c u/smt-s tw^
CONvTRTFO TO FWGLI5H UN IT.S .
Ft. = 3, 2: SI a M /^ g r . 2248 a a/
Ft -TbMS= . 3£<?3 a *?A/-M
BM = &Z C, L2 6 (c a * .7) x IO" 3 [> *- M^
<rw = 78,1
L [M] IOO 125" ISO ISO-30O
C, 8.0 40 8.473 a*?' 3 /o.73~- ( ^o V
i.r
FOR STANDARO SHIPS ' C s =. 6
L FT 4£7 4-75 X37 588
L M 130.1 14^,7 J64.3 I7<7.2.
c, ^.-T^ 5. 837 <?J6 <? *?.4ZZ.




BM kN- M 332,7/0 40O,87r 7/3,373" ^3-3, 078
BM pr- TOA/-S fOI^/ /.T5,3r£ 234^/4 3/3,84^

ABS Equation fo^ oesi&m bw, ret, * 27
BM = Ck Lz BH e
C K ~- L l"2.<?4 C 6 " 4,^/3 * to'*
He" .Olll L M-Tg P<?* aoo'< L £ 4^'
Me~- -OI8L t l\.S"Sr Fo* 470'< L £ 72C?'
F<3R 5TO. SHI^ C 6 = ,6
L 427 478 S31 ^66
B ss.^ 65,7 74.3 g/.l
He 1*?. 2 8 2a /£" 21,24 2Z.I2.
8M 66, 172 ^6,774 146, 471 178, 175"
Other estimates of WAV/6" ffM
OLD STANDARD
:
BM : 4%r r .oaec
FOR TOTfi»<_ 8M
FROM PNA • /A6 ~ .0£47 FofL Act SA</*5
Comparison op L, 6, Cb variatiqm
t'sf A = 20,000 Toavs , Standard 15 8A^r.
L-5-37' 6=74-. 3' Cg=.6
Cg 1/ARIAT/0N C.S£ Cj : , 6«T C^-.JSg
" L/ "
D£S/<r*/ V/ARIAT/ON OP Cg ANO 7f
L variation '• 1^5 L- SS3 ft. Cg = ,G u/g z 7.2£"
VARIATION OP QliPLACFMfNT LENGTH
Ratio £ L/r
B variation '. Usf 8" 81.3 /. Vff - 6. 43
'Variation ^ l/<? <? Vr
US£" EQUATIONS A gOVt <> COMPOTOR OUTPUTS




6= Cons' r. /(3 : G?/vir;
Standard Cg = .65" L- 5">5"6 8 = 8/.3
CoMPuro* OuT^ur / 14,6 76 1 5*7,477 140,88/ 143,0^7
"
w/o mm, CoR«. 163,0/8 187,043 JS^E'/ ) 77, 36 4
Murray 166,74-r l^iZl /SIJ42. ) 82,454-
Lioyo^s 23^37^ 2*-4,427 25^0/4 2i"?,54?
ass 146,4^1 is-a.o/i is-^sa*? i60>aq3
c 8 =.7o
LlovdIs a5"i, 4 7«T
A8.S I7%607
NCT£'- ') CoMCwTol^ OUTPUT WITHOUT iNCLO£H*4b
Effect of sh\P s± own uvAVf cT s£*$>tatc'
OH WAVf (3M MEAM
.
RfQUlftEP SECTION MODULUS FROM A &5 £ LLOyo'S
USE A- 20,000 Ton Sto. Stf/A>.
L=5"3 <? / 8-74,3' T ? 2«?,2' C 8 -. 6
SvvBM- 127,440 ft- tosis - 387,003 C 4 /s/- w]
Llo-vd's • WBM-- 713,370' [feN-M> 234,^14 Ot-™*]
STRESS .' CT^ = H8,0 N/»in\* MAX. ALLOWABLE 7~0T4L.
CT^ i ^8,1 /Wfv, /\LLOWA6Lff WAV£ ^TR£"S5
(T. = 7*?.^ A 1 " SWBM STRESS
7)3,373" j
S.M. Ouf To WAv£ ONcy => T7S * l0 z 4 , 001)814- C«i
J
i 2 44,570 /A/ 3
= 377,243 »aj 3
A 65 : wgM = 1 4 6, 4*1 1 ft- Tons
To*/ >
ALLOWABLE STKET-S5 = \O.ZG /IM
S,M. oof to wA^e o*<_y = jo zd ^ , • 05)-I5,4^o Fr-/v*
= 185,0 40 /a/ 3

86
ASS S.M. TOTAL - 346, OlS IN
Compare auow. stress
17 8 %«' = //,« tohAh<
SM 0V£ TO Wflv'e.s Z443"7o 76
SM TOTAL, 3^,Q/ 6 ^
3 77,2.9-3 " * ^
SPEED REDUCTION IN SEAWAY

































.SlSS jE^jr^r ;ar, ^-f
o o ,8+3f / 6 5, 777 U3,m
-.0744 -.0071 .0021 «5-Y",r3 9- 63,92t.
-.0741 - 008^ ,8<m- 87,918 14,603
-.073^ -oof* .S963 f32,6/<? 14-3,30/
-.0738 - 0099 .434+ n^j 19 4,4*/
". 3O0<? -0313 .8^7 ^1,080 74,780
-.2^97
-.01+& .llfl 34,921- na,/8/
-.294/
-037*7 .1116 |28,#77 /72,Ofe/
-.2404 ".0399 \.OZ(,l 17^39-4- 2 3^,36^
5e"t N£XT 9f\GE FO*. VALUGS OF COE FFlcjewTS (A*s)
REQUIRED TO CALCULATE W, ^ , ^
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